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1. Introduction
Decades of research using a wide variety of detailed plant- and firm-level data has provided
strong evidence of persistent performance differences among seemingly similar enterprises
(hereafter, PPDs among SSEs). Bartelsman and Doms (2000) reviewed the sizeable initial
literature on this issue, and a recent review by Syverson (2011) highlighting much new research
has only strengthened the result.
As one striking example, Syverson (2004a) finds that “within 4-digit SIC [Standard
Industrial Classification] industries in the U.S. manufacturing sector, the average difference in
logged total factor productivity (TFP) between an industry’s 90th and 10th percentile plants is
0.651 … [meaning that] the plant at the 90th percentile of the productivity distribution makes
almost twice as much output with the same measured inputs as the 10th percentile plant.” And the
U.S. is not exceptional: Hsieh and Klenow (2009) “find even larger productivity differences in
China and India, with average 90-10 TFP ratios over 5:1” (Syverson 2011: 326-327, emphasis in
the original).
Indeed, the existence of persistent performance differences among seemingly similar
enterprises is so well established that recent work in trade, industry dynamics, and productivity
growth has increasingly taken this fact as a fundamental starting point. For example Melitz’s
(2003: 1695) celebrated paper begins: “Recent empirical research using longitudinal plant or
firm-level data from several countries has overwhelmingly substantiated the existence of large
and persistent productivity differences among establishments in the same narrowly defined
industries.”
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The question of what causes these performance differences, however, is still wide open.
Syverson (2011) offered a long list of possibilities, including differences in management
practice, higher quality labor and capital, differential investment in information technology and
research and development (R&D), learning by doing, firm structure, productivity spillovers,
regulatory behavior, and differences in competitive regime. Here we focus on the first of these:
one important source of PPDs among SSEs may be persistent differences in management
practices.
We choose this focus for four reasons, which we state briefly here and unpack below. First,
in large-sample studies, differences in management practices are correlated with differences in
productivity. Second, focused-sample studies at the plant and even the line level suggest that
these large-sample results are robust to controls for many other factors that Syverson identifies as
potential determinants of productivity. Third, choosing management practices as a key driver of
PPDs surfaces an important question rarely asked in economics but central to strategic
management: why do best practices not diffuse more readily? Finally, we hope that our specific
discussion of management practices and PPDs will help shape a broader research agenda in
organizational economics about what, exactly, managers do.
We begin from the observation that many competitively significant management practices
cannot be reduced to well-defined action rules that can be specified ex ante and verified ex post.
Instead, the implementation of these management practices is critically dependent on context.
For example, for many years the singularly successful retailer Nordstrom asked its sales
associates to “use their good judgment in all situations.” Similarly, Toyota’s chief request of its
production workers was that they seek to “continuously improve the production process.” The
state-dependent actions necessary to meet these expectations cannot be the subject of a formal
contract. We therefore focus on relational contracts—roughly, understandings that the parties
share about their roles in and rewards from cooperating together, but understandings so rooted in
the details of the parties’ relationship that they cannot be shared with a court.
Viewed broadly, we see our perspective on management practices as consistent with
decades of work on management and authority, such as Barnard (1938), Simon (1947), Penrose
(1959), Cyert and March (1963), and Arrow (1974). As one crisp summary, Mintzberg (2004)
separates a manager’s activities into analysis (deciding what to do) and administration (getting
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the organization to do it). Although both are surely important, the strong theme we see in the
literature from Barnard to Arrow focuses on the latter, as do we here. In short, we see relational
contracts as a key way that managers get organizations to get things done. Furthermore, we see
many competitively significant management practices as relying on relational contracts that
themselves are hard to build and change, leading to the slow diffusion of management practices
that could improve organizational performance.
The core of this chapter is therefore (1) evidence that some important management
practices rely on relational contracts, (2) evidence that relational contracts can be hard to build
and change, and (3) examples of recent theories that begin to address some of these issues. To
prepare for these core aspects of the chapter, in Sections 2 and 3 we briefly review the two
literatures mentioned above that motivate our argument. In Section 2 we summarize evidence
that PPDs among SSEs exist and are economically significant across a wide range of industries
and geographies. These results have been shown to be robust to concerns that they reflect
problems of selection, or simultaneity, or the distinction between productivity in revenue versus
physical terms. These productivity differences have also been shown to be persistent over time
and surprisingly resistant to increased competition. That is, as we describe in Section 2, an
increase in competition does tend to increase an industry’s average productivity and decrease its
productivity dispersion, but such dispersion is by no means eliminated, even in very competitive
environments.
In Section 3 we then summarize evidence that performance differences are importantly
correlated with variation in management practices. We complement the recent large-sample work
in economics by drawing particularly on focused-sample research in industrial relations and
human resource management that has explored the role of high-commitment work systems in
driving productivity, as well as focused-sample research in strategy and organizational studies
that has studied the role of white-collar work practices in explaining competitive advantage. As
we describe, such focused-sample work can offer especially sharp measures of control variables,
dependent variables, and the independent variables of interest (i.e., management practices); see
Ichniowski and Shaw (this volume) for more on such “insider econometrics.”
In the remainder of the chapter we consider relational contracts. We begin Section 4 by
sketching the basic theory of relational contracts, which is closely related to more established
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work on repeated games. We then describe qualitative examples of competitively significant
management practices that rely on relational contracts—at Lincoln Electric and Toyota for bluecollar work and at Merck for white-collar work.
Section 5 turns to the question of why management practices associated with persistent
performance differences do not diffuse more readily. We begin by reviewing the extensive
literature on this topic, which has developed along four lines. First, managers may have problems
of perception—they do not know they are behind. Second, managers may have problems of
inspiration—they know they’re behind, but they don’t know what to do about it. Third,
managers may have problems of motivation—they know they’re behind and they know what to
do, but they lack incentive to adopt new practices. Fourth, managers may have problems of
implementation—they know they’re behind, they know what to do, and they’re trying hard to do
it, but they nonetheless cannot get the organization to get it done.1
Given the evidence from Section 4 that important management practices may depend on
relational contracts, we continue Section 5 by sketching recent models in which superior
performance indeed rests on relational contracts, but these contracts are either too expensive or
not even feasible for some enterprises to implement. In short, in these models, bad performance
is due to bad parameters among enterprises that are only seemingly similar (i.e., there is
unmeasured heterogeneity in the costs of using the key relational contracts).
Our central interest, however, is in the important class of cases where practices do not
diffuse even though they are widely acknowledged to be competitively significant, knowledge of
how to implement them is reasonably widespread, and firms are striving mightily to adopt them.
(Think of the mature phases of the Toyota Production System or Total Quality Management, for
example.) Such cases are not well explained either by the perception, inspiration, or motivation
arguments for why practices do not diffuse or by relational-contract models in which the
relational contracts that underlie high performance are either too expensive or not feasible for
some firms. Instead, for the class of cases that is our central interest, we require an
implementation argument.
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We thank Jan Rivkin for explaining his “four ‘tion” labels to us and allowing us to adapt them here for our
purposes.
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The remainder of the chapter therefore focuses on implementation difficulties that arise
through relational contracts. In particular, we suggest two approaches to modeling such issues.
We present the first approach in the remainder of Section 5. In very recent relational-contracting
models, such as those where path dependence in relational contracting can produce measured
performance differences among ex ante identical enterprises, several interesting possibilities
arise: cooperation can be hard to build well, in the sense that achieving perfunctory cooperation
can make it harder to achieve consummate cooperation; cooperation, once built, can be fragile;
and cooperation may be difficult to build in the first place. In all these models, however, the
parties play the optimal equilibrium of the game as a whole, and they understand this equilibrium
from the beginning of the game. That is, although we have moved beyond explanations of bad
performance based on bad parameters, now we have explanations based on bad luck.
Our second approach to modeling implementation difficulties that arise through relational
contracts is much more speculative; in fact, we know of no existing models. In Section 6 we
therefore draw from both case studies and lab experiments to suggest that the implementation of
some relational contracts requires solving problems of not only credibility but also clarity. The
credibility problem is familiar: should one party believe another’s promise? The clarity problem
is new: can one party understand another’s promise? Furthermore, these problems seem likely to
interact: for example, if one party does something unexpected, does the other attribute it to
miscommunication or gaming?
We emphasize that the clarity problem is likely to be particularly acute in exactly those
settings where relational contracts are needed because formal contracts are imperfect or
infeasible: where parties recognize that their roles in and rewards from cooperation are not easy
to articulate ex ante or verify ex post. More precisely, the existing relational-contracts
literature—including the models described in Section 5 (both those focused on bad parameters
and those focused on bad luck)—focuses on the credibility problem that arises when the parties’
roles in and rewards from cooperation cannot be verified ex post. The additional issue we raise in
Section 6 is the clarity problem that arises when these roles and rewards cannot be articulated ex
ante. We conclude Section 6 with some highly speculative thoughts about how this clarity
problem might be modeled. As our discussion makes clear, we view this section as a very early
report on a research agenda that is promising but just beginning.
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Of course, much of our argument echoes earlier work, especially outside economics. For
example, there are enormous literatures on organizational culture and its potential connection to
organizational performance; see Schein (1985) and Barney (1986), respectively. Even closer to
our themes, Ostrom (1990) analyzed self-organized and self-governed institutions for managing
common-pool resources, Rousseau (1995) studied “psychological contracts” within
organizations, and Adler and Heckscher (2006) saw “the firm as a collaborative community.”
Finally, inside economics, Leibenstein (1969, 1987) suggested that underperforming enterprises
(those inside the production possibility frontier, or “X-inefficient”) might be stuck in DefectDefect equilibria, whereas superior performers might have learned to play Cooperate-Cooperate.
Not surprisingly, these contributions from outside economics made little use of formal models.
Furthermore, although Leibenstein’s argument appealed to multiple equilibria familiar from
repeated-game models, neither his work nor subsequent models spoke directly to “stuck in” or
“learned to.” Kreps (1990, 1996) pointed toward formal models of the latter issues, but the
literature then went quiet.
To conclude this introduction, we return to our rationales for writing this chapter, which are
encapsulated by the two parts of our title. Working backward, we begin with the existence of
persistent performance differences among seemingly similar enterprises. As Syverson (2011:
326) notes, “the magnitudes involved are striking,” from which it is a short step to Lucas’s
(1988: 5) remarks about analogous differences in income and growth across countries: “I do not
see how one can look at figures like these without seeing them as representing possibilities. …
This is what we need a theory … for: to provide some kind of framework for organizing facts
like these, for judging which represent opportunities and which necessities” (emphasis in the
original). In short, one needn’t aspire to move a 10th percentile firm to the 90th; moving up a
quartile would be a big deal, so we need to know whether (and, if so, how) it can be done.
Continuing backward, we reach managers. In particular, we believe that a better
understanding of the role of management practices in PPDs among SSEs could have significant
policy implications. Since at least Cyert and March (1963), students of organizations have
struggled to understand how organizations make decisions; see Gibbons, et al. (this volume) for
more. To put it mildly, firms do not always appear to costlessly and constantly optimize their
choices from a fixed and known production possibility set, and yet the economic analyses
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underlying regulation and other policies often assume this to be so. We expect there to be useful
analogies between how a firm struggles to improve its productivity, as considered in this chapter,
and how a firm responds to regulations and incentives created by policies: in both cases, not only
analysis but also implementation will be involved, and this could change the way we think about
policy regarding research funding, patent law, trade liberalization, antitrust rules, and beyond.
Both for these policy reasons and more generally, we hope this chapter facilitates future
empirical and theoretical work on what managers actually do.

2. PPDs among SSEs Exist and Are Economically Significant
The evidence that PPDs among SSEs exist and are economically significant has been ably
reviewed by Bartelsman and Doms (2000) and Syverson (2011). They describe the extensive
empirical literature in the area, discussing in some depth the econometric and data-quality issues
inherent in accurately measuring heterogeneity in productivity across firms and plants.
This body of research establishes that there exist very significant productivity differences
across plants in a wide range of industries and geographies. Furthermore, these findings on
productivity differences have been shown to be robust to concerns about selection and
simultaneity, as well as the distinction between physical- and revenue-based productivity. They
have also been shown to be persistent over time and to be surprisingly resistant to the pressure of
increasing competition.
In this section we highlight some of the central papers in the literature. Given these existing
surveys, our intention is to be illustrative, not exhaustive. We complement the economics
literature with some discussion of research drawn from the strategy and management literatures,
including some valuable focused studies.
2.1

Firm-Level Analyses
Early work focused on the relative contribution of “firm” versus “industry” effects in

explaining firm-level profitability. Building on the pioneering work of Schmalensee (1985),
Rumelt (1991) and McGahan and Porter (1997, 1999) found that business unit effects were
significantly more important than industry effects in explaining the dispersion of returns. More
recently Hawanini et al (2003) confirm the role of stable firm effects in explaining the variance
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in business performance over time and show that this result is robust to multiple measures of
value creation. Intriguingly, they show that these results are driven by the performance of firms
at the two tails of the distribution: when they drop the top two and the bottom two performers in
each industry and re-estimate the models, firm effects fall by 35 - 54% depending on the
dependent variable, whereas industry effects increase by nearly 100 - 300%.
Some of the most compelling evidence of persistent firm effects in the data surfaced in the
pioneering work of Griliches and Mairesse, who set out to study the effects of R&D on
productivity at the firm level. Though not the primary focus of their research, they discovered
surprisingly large between-firm heterogeneity in the data (e.g., in deflated sales, number of
employees, physical plant, and R&D capital stock) even after accounting for the firm’s industrial
sector and adjusting for labor inputs. This heterogeneity endured econometric analysis: estimated
parameters from a simple model of the production function revealed a large amount of betweenfirm variability in the firm-specific intercepts and in the slope coefficient for R&D capital
(Griliches and Mairesse 1981, 1982, 1985; Griliches 1986).
2.2

Plant-Level Analyses
Differences in productivity measured at the firm level immediately raise the question of the

degree to which firms are similar. Research at the plant level has addressed this issue by
including increasingly sophisticated controls for potential sources of heterogeneity, including
product mix, capital vintage, labor quality and market power. We begin by recounting some key
accomplishments of the early literature; see Bartelsman and Doms (2000) for more. We follow
this with a description of recent contributions considering the distinction between physical and
revenue productivity and the econometric challenges inherent in this research.
The exploration of productivity measured at the plant level has a long history, since at least
Salter (1960), who studied the pig-iron industry during 1911-1926. Salter found that labor
productivity was widely dispersed and that the most productive plant was two times more
productive than the average plant. Similarly, Chew et al., (1990) examined productivity
dispersion across 41 operating units of a single commercial food division in a large multidivisional corporation. These 41 operating units all used essentially the same production
technology, were all located in the United States, and all produced nearly identical products for
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very similar customers. However, even after controlling for such factors as local labor market
characteristics, size of the local market, unionization, capital vintage, product quality, and local
monopoly power, the top-ranked unit was still twice as productive as the bottom-ranked unit.
(Figure 1 shows the raw productivities across units, where the top-to-bottom ratio is 3:1.)

Continuing with focused studies, Dunlop and Weil (1996) analyzed 42 business units in the
United States that produced a narrow range of apparel products. The raw performance data on
lead-time (the total time from ordering inputs to finished products) and operating profits (as a
percentage of shipments) exhibited substantial inter-unit variability (coefficients of variation of
0.80 for lead time and 0.69 for operating profits). In a similar spirit, Arthur (1994) reduced
product diversity even further in a study of 29 steel mills, but still found substantial coefficients
of variation in labor efficiency (0.43) and scrap rates (1.0).
Turning to broader samples, more recent work, using census data from different industries
and countries, suggests that the productivity dispersion found in focused-sample studies is
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widespread. For example, Dwyer (1998), using panel data from the U.S. census of textile plants
in 21 distinct industries, documented 85-15 percentile TFP ratios ranging from 2 to 4 and showed
that this dispersion did not decrease over the 1972-1987 time period. Using plant-level data from
an even broader set of industries, Syverson (2004a) showed that the average 90-10 percentile
labor productivity ratio for 443 four-digit manufacturing industries in 1977 was 7:1; whereas the
average 90-10 percentile TFP ratio ranged from 2.7:1 to 1.9:1.
Moving outside the United States, Klette (1999) found significant within-industry
differences in permanent plant productivity (as measured by fixed effects) in 13 of 14 Norwegian
manufacturing industries studied during 1980-1990. Using similar data, Biorn et al. (2002)
estimated a four-factor production function by industry on 4 years of panel data and found that
72-84% of the gross variance in productivity could be attributed to heterogeneity at the plant
level. In their analyses of manufacturing establishments in the United Kingdom, Disney et al.
(2003) found that establishments in the top decile are 156% more productive than establishments
in the bottom decile when productivity is measured according to real gross output per hour of
manual labor; this 90-10 productivity advantage was reduced to 91% when log TFP is the
productivity measure.
One might be concerned that these productivity results are measured in revenue rather than
in physical product. Using a revenue-based measure of TFP, a local monopolist facing limited
competition could appear to be more productive than its rival merely because it is able to obtain
higher margins for its products. Idiosyncratic demand shifts could also cause high-profitability
firms to appear more technically efficient than they really are. However, research controlling for
these effects suggests that substantial heterogeneity in productivity remains even when output is
measured in physical units. For example, Foster, et al. (2008) use a Census of Manufacturers
data set for 1977, 1982, 1987, 1992, and 1997 containing measures of physical output for 11
industries with physically homogeneous goods (e.g. cardboard boxes and white pan bread). The
authors document large and persistent within-industry dispersion in physical quantity-based
productivity measures. In fact, dispersion in physical quantities is greater than dispersion in
revenue-based TFP: after removing product-year fixed effects, the standard deviation for revenue
TFP is 22 log points and for physical productivity TFP the standard deviation is 26 log points.
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These focused- and broad-sample results also appear to be robust to problems of selection
and simultaneity (Olley and Pakes, 1996). For example, Van Biesebroeck (2008) compared five
different econometric techniques for estimating productivity. All five techniques produced
remarkably similar results regarding productivity heterogeneity in Columbian clothing and
apparel industries, with on average one quarter of all firms having TFP less than 45% of median
productivity and one quarter of all firms having TFP greater than 42% of median productivity.
2.3

Persistence over Time and under Competitive Pressure
The research we have reviewed thus far has established the existence of cross-sectional

productivity differences in many industries and countries. In this section, we review evidence
that these productivity differences persist over time. We first review studies based on census
data that demonstrate persistence in both the top and the bottom of productivity distributions.
We then move on to describe studies that consider the effects of competition in the evolution of
productivity distributions; this research suggests that heterogeneous productivity far from
disappears as a result of competitive pressure.
In longitudinal data the evidence for the persistence of productivity differentials over time
is very strong. In early work, Bailey et al., (1992), computed plant-level TFP for plants in 23
industries at four points in time (1972, 1977, 1982, and 1987), assigning each plant to a quintile
of the productivity distribution in each of the survey years. They found substantial persistence in
these distributions: 75% of plants in the top quintile in 1972 remained in the top two quintiles in
1977, and 58% plants in these two quintiles remained there in 1982.2 Persistence was less strong,
but still evident, in the bottom of the productivity distribution: 48% of plants in the bottom
quintile in 1972 appeared in the bottom two quintiles in 1977, and 54% of plants in the bottom
quintile in 1972 remained in the bottom two quintiles in 1982.
Foster et al., (2006) found similar results for firms in retail trade. The authors employed
quinquentnial census data (1987,1992, 1997) to compute establishment-level productivity
adjusted for four-digit industry effects. They found that “for continuing businesses these
differences are highly persistent” (Foster et al. 2006: 757), although exit was also high with the
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In the transition matrix, plant productivities are weighted by their employment. With unweighted data, the
percentage of 1972 top-quintile plants remaining in the top two quintiles in 1977 is 47%.
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entry of national chains. Similarly, Disney et al., (2003) computed the productivity dispersion of
manufacturing establishments for a fixed cohort of surviving firms over time. In 1982, the 90-10
spread for the 1982 cohort ranged from 1.48 (ln TFP) to 1.62 (ln labor productivity). Five years
later, the spreads for the firms remaining from the 1982 cohort had fallen to 0.81 and 1.43 (ln
TFP and ln LP, respectively), but were not close to zero. Even 4 years later, in 1991, the
heterogeneity among surviving firms from the 1982 cohort had fallen only a bit further, with 9010 spreads now 0.66 and 1.28, respectively. Thus, after almost a decade, substantial
heterogeneity persisted among those firms that had not exited from an initial cohort of firms.
Turning to the effect of competition, in cross-sectional data, increased competition is
associated with increased productivity and reduced productivity dispersion. For example,
Syverson (2004b) analyzes cross-sectional data on plants in the ready-mix concrete industry.
Very high transportation costs in cement effectively create many distinct geographical markets,
and Syverson uses the density of the local construction industry – which varies significantly
across markets – as an instrument for local market competition. He finds that, in more
competitive markets, average productivity is higher and productivity dispersion is lower (in
particular, the productivity distribution is truncated from below). However, even in quite
competitive markets, there is substantial dispersion in productivity.
There is also longitudinal evidence that productivity dispersion is highly persistent, even in
the face of competitive pressure. Although increasing competition raises average productivity,
as weak firms exit and strong firms expand, productivity differences are highly persistent, with
some studies even suggesting that greater competitive intensity is associated with a higher degree
of plant level heterogeneity. For example, Eslava et al., (2004) use plant-level data from
Columbia for 1982-1998 to study the effects of market reforms (trade, labor, and financial) on
productivity, profitability, and the reallocation of market share. The authors find TFP dispersion
increasing for exiting, entering, and continuing firms in each of the 17 years of their panel, and
the persistence in TFP was greater in the years following market reforms. See Holmes et al.
(2012) for citations to recent papers with similar findings.”
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Focused Studies
Further evidence that productivity differences are real and persistent comes from studies

that focus on fewer firms but use much more detailed data, attempting to control at the finest
level for differences in capital and labor productivity. For example, the Chew et al., (1990) study
of food kitchens was discussed above. As another example, Ichniowski et al., (1997) studied 36
finishing lines in steel minimills. They included more than 25 technological controls in their
analysis of the determinants of productivity, including capital vintage, computerization, learning
curve effects, line speed and width, the quality of the steel input, equipment design and
scheduled downtime for maintenance. They still found very significant productivity differences
across lines (which they attribute to differences in human-resource management policies, so we
return to this paper in Section 3).
Similarly, in a series of highly detailed field studies of semiconductor manufacturing
(Appleyard et al, 2000; Macher and Mowry, 2003, 2009; Macher 2006) Mowery, Macher, and
colleagues collected data on defect rates, yield, and cycle time. Consistent with their argument
that embedded routines and processes underlie dynamic capabilities, the authors find evidence
that interfirm differences in performance are greater than intrafirm differences: “The average
within-firm yield coefficient of variation is 1.44, while the between-firm coefficient of variation
is 4.42. Similarly, the average within-firm cycle time coefficient of variation is 0.66, while the
between-firm coefficient of variation is 2.14. Our performance metrics thus appear to capture
firm-specific differences that are both substantial and enduring” (Macher and Mowery, 2009:
S51).
In summary, the literature suggests that (1) even after the imposition of tight controls,
establishment-level TFP exhibits large dispersion in many industries, countries, and time
periods; (2) within-industry productivity rankings are persistent, particularly in the right tail of
the productivity distribution; and (3) increased competition leads to aggregate productivity
growth but not in a manner that substantially reduces productivity dispersion.
We now turn to the possible role of variation in management practices as one important
cause of persistent differences in productivity.
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PPDs and Variation in Management Practices
Syverson’s (2011) review not only documents the existence of PPDs but also categorizes

their potential sources into two groups: internal factors (management “levers” in organizations)
and external factors (market and environmental factors beyond managerial control). An
important next step is to assess the importance of these factors. However, even now a large
literature argues that variation in management practices may be an important source of PPDs
among SSEs, and it is to this literature that we now turn.
Perhaps the simplest way that managers could be partially responsible for measured
performance differences is that some managers are just better than others. Such managerial fixed
effects have been discussed at least since Walker (1887) and Mundlak (1961). See Bertrand and
Schoar (2003) for recent work blending the two—i.e., a study of how particular managers adopt
particular practices. Our focus, however, is on management practices—that is, things that any
manager (or, at least, most mangers) might do, rather than on managerial ability per se.
Regarding management practices, Bloom and Van Reenen (2007) began an important
research program. Their initial paper reports results from an establishment-level survey of
management practices in 732 manufacturing firms located in four countries. They present data on
18 management practices (including the degree to which the firm uses high-powered incentive
systems, teamwork, selective recruiting, and skills training) and show that measures of
management practice are highly correlated with TFP, profitability, Tobin’s Q, sales growth and
survival rate. They show that although 42% of the overall variation in management practices can
be ascribed to country and/or three-digit industry effects, the remaining 56% is within country
and industry. Furthermore, they demonstrate that management practices can explain a substantial
portion of the variation in the permanent component (estimated from longitudinal data on the
production function) of firm productivity.
Since their initial paper, Bloom, Van Reenen, and co-authors have substantially deepened
this program, including expanding the data set to include more firms, more countries, and more
kinds of organizations (Bloom et al, 2012b); expanding the conception of management to include
organizational structure (Bloom et al., 2012d), and exploring the connection between
management and information technology productivity (Bloom et al., 2012c). In addition, they
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have made progress on identification issues, both through an instrumental variables approach
(Bloom et al., 2010) and a field experiment (Bloom, et al., 2012a). Finally, they have
summarized their work in various outlets (Bloom and Van Reenen, 2010, 2011).
Given all this work, one might wonder whether anything else has been or could be done.
Our answer is strongly in the affirmative to both questions, for reasons like those described in the
Ichniowski and Shaw (this volume) discussion of insider econometrics. Specifically, although
large samples can offer important strengths, focused samples can offer complementary strengths,
such as: (1) more detailed controls, (2) sharper performance measures, and (3) more nuanced
understandings of what managers actually do. In the econometric framework Y = Xβ + Zγ + ε,
these strengths correspond to Z, Y, and X, respectively. For our purposes, the first two are
important, and the third is crucial: we perhaps could not have conceived of this chapter without
the detailed accounts of management practices given by the kinds of focused-sample research we
describe below. This is one of the chief returns that focused-sample researchers sometimes get
from their days in the field talking with dozens of sources.
As a complement to large-sample research, this section describes focused-sample work.3 In
Section 3.1 we focus on blue-collar work in general and on “high-performance work systems” in
particular; in Section 3.2 we turn to studies that have explored the role of management practices
in driving productivity differentials in white-collar work. Throughout this discussion, we are
illustrative rather than exhaustive, and we pay special attention to studies that illustrate the
benefits of focused samples in providing detailed control variables (Z), sharper performance
measures (Y), and nuanced measures of management practices (X).
Any interpretation of these results in both the blue-collar and white-collar processes
literature must be tempered by the recognition that the adoption of any particular configuration
of organizational practices is almost certainly not a random event. On the contrary, the
endogeneity of (and documented complementarity among) these organizational practices
naturally limits any claims of causality. Nevertheless, we take two important findings from these
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  Indeed,

the field experiment by Bloom, et al. (2012a) has many attributes of a focused study
and so could be included here, but see Ichniowski and Shaw [this volume] for a description.	
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carefully conducted studies: (1) there is substantial variation in internal practices and (2) there is
significant correlation between internal practices and performance.
3.1

Blue-Collar Work: High-Performance Work Systems and Productivity
A long tradition among labor economists and others studying blue-collar work has

suggested that “high-performance work systems” are closely correlated with superior
organizational performance (e.g., Kochan et al. 1986, Macduffie 1995, Huselid 1995, Huselid &
Becker 1996, Ichiniowski et al. 1997, Pfeffer 1998, Appelbaum 2000, Black abd Lynch 2001).4
For example, a large literature has developed around the study of Toyota, a firm that was
perceived for many years to be an order of magnitude more effective than its competitors.5
Similarly, Southwest Airlines has been widely studied as an example of best practice (see Gittell
2003). Both firms have significantly outperformed their competitors, and in both cases the
difference has been widely ascribed to the ways in which they manage their blue-collar labor
force.
There is no single definition of “high-performance work system,” but three overarching
elements can be identified in the literature. In general, firms with high-performance work
systems (1) implement effective incentive systems, (2) pay a great deal of attention to skills
development ,and (3) use teams and create widespread opportunities for distributed
communication and problem solving. Table 1 lists some of the particular practices identified by
some key studies in the field.6
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Regarding this distinction between large- and focused-sample studies, it is worth noting that Huselid
(1995), Huselid and Becker (1996), and Black and Lynch (2001) are in fact large-sample studies of work practices,
similar in some ways to the Bloom–-Van Reenen research on management practices. Huselid and Becker (1996)
find that a one standard deviation increase in the use of high-performance work systems is associated with a $15,000
increase in market value/employee. Black and Lynch (2001) find that unionized establishments that adopted human
-resource practices promoting joint decisionmaking coupled with incentive-based compensation had significantly
higher productivity than did other similar nonunionized plants, whereas unionized establishments that maintained
more traditional labor-management relations had lower productivity.
5

More than 300 books and more than 3,000 articles have been published about Toyota and managerial
systems. See for example, the international bestseller by Jeffrey Liker (2004), The Toyota Way: 14 Management
Principles from the World’s Greatest Manufacturer, and the companion book The Toyota Way Fieldbook (with
David Meier, 2006) which is targeted toward managers trying to implement the 14 principles in their own
companies.
6

Becker and Gerhart (1996) provide a similar meta-summary of the practices included in additional studies of highperformance work systems.
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Table 1: Management practices underlying high-performance work systems
Practice7	
  

Appelbaum
(2000)	
  

Ichniowski
et al.
(1997)	
  

Bloom and
Van
Reenen
(2007)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Macduffie
(1995)	
  

Pfeffer
(1998)	
  

Huselid
(1995)	
  

Black and
Lynch
(2001)	
  

High-powered incentives
Incentive pay	
  
Employment
security	
  
Merit-based
promotions
Reduced status
distinctions	
  
Performance
review

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Skills Development
Skills training	
  
Selective
recruiting	
  
Flexible job
assignment	
  

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dense communication and local problem solving
Teamwork	
  

X

X

Communication	
  

X

X

Information
sharing	
  
TQM/Process
Control	
  

X

X

X

X
	
  

	
  

X

X	
  

X

X

	
  

	
  

X	
  

The first of these categories, high-powered incentives, includes both financial incentives
(e.g., employee stock-ownership plans, performance-based pay, piece rates, and group-incentive
plans) and longer term psychological or cultural incentives (e.g., long-term job security;
plausible promotion opportunities; reduced wage and status differentials between workers and
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
7

These practices are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For instance, some authors specifically focus on the
importance of communication and information sharing in developing well-functioning teams, others directly
measure the use of such teams, while still others measure a specific type of team that might be used in lean
manufacturing, total quality management programs, or statistical process control. These may all be capturing
similar successful work practices.
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management; and pro-active conflict-resolution methods in place of autocratic, centralized
control). The second, skills development, includes such actions as selective hiring processes, the
extensive training of employees, job rotation and more flexible job assignments. Finally, dense
communication, local problem solving includes such practices as the widespread use of teams;
the decentralization of information gathering and processing; the allocation of decision rights to
front line manufacturing employees (through self-directed teams, offline problem solving, or
quality control groups); and improved communication and coordination among different
employee work groups so that they have access to resources that may assist problem solving.
Several studies have found widespread variance in the adoption of such practices (e.g. see
Huselid 1995).
Studies that focus on specific industries allow researchers to develop industry-appropriate
productivity measures and to collect more detailed and precise data, often at the plant or even
line level. Focusing on a single industry also allows researchers to control for heterogeneity,
while the smaller scale of these studies mitigates selection and response-bias problems. For
example, Lazear (2000) studied workers installing auto windshields, finding that those who were
under a piece-rate system were significantly more productive than those who were not. The
change to a piece-rate system led to a 44% increase in worker productivity. About half of the
increase in productivity appeared to be purely an effect of the greater incentives provided by the
piece-rate mechanism; the remaining increase in productivity was due to a selection effect. See
Ichniowski and Shaw (this volume) and Lazear and Oyer (this volume) for details.
In a global study of automotive assembly plants between 1987 and 1990, Macduffie (1995)
contacted 90 assembly plants in 16 countries representing 60% of the industry’s production
capacity. He found statistically significant correlations among three sets of high-performance
practices and productivity and quality: work system design, corporate level human resource
management policies, and the (minimal) use of inventory buffers. Their “work systems”
variables capture measures of communication and local problem solving, with additional focus
on specific management innovations such as Total Quality Management and statistical process
control; their “human resource management policies” variable overlaps heavily with work
practices associated with improving workers’ skills and incentives; and their “inventory buffers”
variable is specific to the lean manufacturing methods associated with the Toyota Production
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System. The nature of the capital stock, scale, model mix, parts complexity, and product design
age together explained 48.3% of the variation in labor productivity, but adding their three
“management practice” variables increased the adjusted R2 to 54.3%, and adding in two- and
three-way interaction effects further increased this measure to 64.9%. Subsequent work
(MacDuffie et al.1996) showed that these practices diffused only slowly: in the 43 plants
common to both the 1989 and 1993 surveys the overall 100-point work practices index increased
from only 34.6 to 46.9.
Another example of an intra-industry study of the value of high-performance work systems
comes from the work of Ichniowski, Shaw, and their co-authors in the steel industry (Ichniowski
et al. 1997, Ichniowski and Shaw 1999, Gant et al. 2002, Boning et al. 2007). Ichniowski et al.,
(1997) examined the effect of human resource management practices on the productivity of
integrated steel finishing lines. The authors collected data from 36 homogenous steel-finishing
lines to form a panel data set of 2,190 monthly observations. Discussion with engineering
experts and careful controls for the technology and product mix of any particular line led the
authors to focus on “uptime” as a particularly clean measure of productivity. The study focuses
on innovative practices in seven areas of personnel management: incentive pay, recruiting and
selection, teamwork, employment security, flexible job assignment, skills training and
communication, each measured using a range of qualitative variables. For example, the presence
of teamwork and communication were identified by asking the questions listed in Table 2:
Table 2: Sample questions used to identify teamwork and communication
Variable name	
  
Teamwork	
  
High participation	
  
Multiple teams	
  
Formal team practice	
  
Communication	
  
Information sharing	
  
Meet workers	
  
Meet union	
  

Dummy variable question	
  
	
  
Are a majority of operators involved in formal or informal work teams or other related problem-solving
activities?	
  
Do operators participate in more than one problem-solving team?	
  
Are operators organized into formal work teams either on the line or for the purposes of problem-solving
activities according to an established policy with at least some operators involved in team activities?	
  

	
  
Are operators and union representatives, if any, provided with financial information on a regular basis?	
  
Do line managers meet off-line with operators to discuss issues of concern, including issues related
performance and quality?	
  
Do union representatives and managers meet often to discuss concerns and cooperate in finding solutions
to issues?	
  

Source: Table 1 in Ichniowski et al. 1997
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The authors define four distinct systems of work practices. System 4 is the traditional
system and lacks most of the innovative work practices. System 3 includes some low to
moderate levels of teamwork and improved labor-management communication. System 2
includes the innovations of system 3 with higher levels of teamwork and also introduces
extensive skills training. Finally system 1 incorporates all eight innovative work practices
described by the authors. The authors find strong evidence that human resource management
practices exist in bundles, and they use cross-section and fixed-effects specifications to suggest
that it is bundles – and not individual practices – that have an economically and statistically
significant effect on productivity.
Their data suggest that relative to system 4, systems 3, 2, and 1 improve line productivity
by 1.4%, 3.2%, and 6.7% respectively.8 Using detailed cost data from one line, the authors
estimate that the 6.7% productivity difference between systems 1 and 4 implies increased profits
of $2.24 million annually. In an attempt to identify causality, the authors also use a fixed effects
specification to explore productivity changes within a particular line following the adoption of
new work practices. Their data show that, lines upgrading from system 4 to systems 3 and 2
improved their productivity by 2.5% and 3.5%, respectively.9 Controlling for selection effects
(because lower performing lines are more likely to switch regimes) raises these numbers to 4.3%
and 6.8%. Here again the data suggest that “better” practices are surprisingly slow to diffuse:
36% of the monthly observations in the sample used the traditional system for all 5 years and
58% still had no teams by the end of the sample.
Hamilton et al., (2003) used weekly productivity and personnel data for employees at a
garment factory between 1995 and 1997 to investigate the effects of the introduction of a teambased production system on productivity. Between 1995 and 1996, both team and individual
production methods were employed side by side under the same management and union, sewing
essentially identical garments. They found that the adoption of teams over a 3-year period at a
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8

These estimates come from a regression using detailed technology controls, including customer type, maximum
line speed, maximum width of line, nine dummies corresponding to specific equipment used in the line, equipment
age, computer control of operations, and a measure of the value of major new equipment.
9

All lines classified as system 1 are new lines and hence could not be included in analyses of line changes over
time.
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single plant was associated with an average increase in productivity of 14% (4 % stemming from
higher ability workers more likely to join teams and 10% attributable to team production effect).
3.2

Management Practices in White-Collar Work
An extensive stream of empirical work has explored the implications of variation in white-

collar work processes on productivity. However, in contrast to research on the blue-collar
workforce, much of the work in this tradition abstracts from questions of incentives and skills to
focus primarily on questions of decision-making and integrated communication.
For example, Clark and Fujimoto (1991) and Iansiti and Clark (1994) draw on detailed data
collected at the level of individual product development projects to show that product
development productivity in the world automobile industry between 1981 and 1988 was strongly
correlated with the use of “heavyweight project teams” – an organizational structure in which the
senior team leader has formal authority over the members of his or her team and is responsible
for supporting rich communication and rich problem solving processes across functional groups.
The authors show that the use of heavyweight project teams is correlated with higher
development productivity, faster lead times, and higher quality projects. Successful firms also do
simultaneous product and process engineering, and they rely on bilateral and face-to-face
communication, and the constant and early release of information. For example, these show that
Japanese firms (which were in general more likely to employ these techniques) took an average
of 24 months to develop a new vehicle, whereas American firms (which were the least likely to
use them) took 34.
In a study of R&D productivity in the pharmaceutical industry, Henderson and Cockburn
(1994) used qualitative research methods to develop measures of management practice and study
their effects on research productivity. Using data from structured interviews and internal
company documents, the authors created the variable PROPUB to measure the use of incentives
designed to persuade researchers to “act almost as if they were academic scientists” and to
publish in the research literature. They created a second management variable, DICTATOR, to
measure the degree to which decision making about resource allocation was concentrated in a
single individual. The authors show that adding PROPUB and DICTATOR to their regression
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predicting research productivity increased the R2 statistic by 34% (from 0.49 to 0.66).10 Despite
the apparent power of these practices they diffused only slowly across their sample (Cockburn et
al, 2000).
Researchers in health-care delivery have also increasingly examined organizational factors
as a potential explanation for the wide variability in the adoption of clinical best practices and
organizational performance. For example, in 2000, a highly motivated anesthesiologist from the
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine named Peter Pronovost set out to reduce medical
errors in intensive care units (see Pronovost and Vohr 2010). He chose to focus initially on
central line catheter-related bloodstream infections. Existing research had shown that consistent
compliance with a few basic safety procedures could significantly reduce the rates of this type of
infection. Another contributing factor in the study choice of catheter-related bloodstream
infections was the large personal cost to the patient (morbidity and risk of mortality) and medical
costs associated with these events (estimated annually in the United States to be 80,000
infections, 28,000 deaths, and $2.3 billion in additional costs). Finally, informal observation of
clinicians in surgical intensive care units at Johns Hopkins suggested that these basic safety
procedures were not in use.
Over time, based on his experience at Johns Hopkins, Pronovost developed a set of
complementary management practices designed to reduce errors (specifically, catheter-related
bloodstream infections) in hospital intensive care units. This set of management practices
included (1) a checklist of five steps to be taken when inserting central line catheters, (2)
organizational tools to support continuous quality improvement (e.g., performance data
collection and feedback), and (3) a culture change program that was delivered in house and was
designed to foster collaborative teamwork between clinicians and non-clinicians in reducing
errors. In 2003, Pronovost and colleagues entered into a research collaboration involving nearly
all acute care hospitals in Michigan (108 intensive care units). They designed and executed a
pre- and post-experiment involving the three-pronged intervention. Over 18 months, median
(mean) catheter-related blood stream infections were reduced from 2.7 (7.7) to 0 (1.4) infections
per 1000 catheter-days (Pronovost et al. 2006). These reductions were sustained at 36 months
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This analysis included a wide variety of program level controls for productivity including resources spent by
program, therapeutic area, and the scale and scope of the research effort as a whole.
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post intervention (Pronovost et al. 2010) and were associated with significant decreases in
hospital mortality (Lipitz-Snyderman et al. 2011).

4.

Many Important Management Practices Are Relational
The evidence that heterogeneity in management practices may be one important source of

persistent productivity dispersion among seemingly similar enterprises raises an important
question: why, then, do best practices not diffuse? After all, changing management practices
would seem much less costly than, say, upgrading capital equipment or buying the latest
information technology.
As outlined in Section 1, we believe that one possible answer to this question may be that,
first, the implementation of many competitively significant management practices requires a
relational contract (again, roughly, a shared understanding of each party’s role in and rewards
from achieving cooperation) and, second, that such contracts are hard to build and change. Here
in Section 4 we use field research and case studies to buttress the first part of this suggestion: we
describe particularly successful blue- and white-collar work practices that rely on relational
contracts. In Section 5 we then argue that these relational contracts can be hard to build and
change, again drawing on qualitative evidence, this time partly from firms that had significant
difficulty implementing competitively significant management practices.
In some sense, we have made our tasks in Sections 4 and 5 harder, because we allowed our
descriptions of management practices in Section 3 to be deceptively precise, such as “commit to
employment security,” “develop teamwide communication,” and so on. Such blithe descriptions
can give the impression that management practices are like light switches—choices that can be
easily switched on or off—so that a manager’s greatest challenge lies in designing practices,
rather than in implementing them. Here we argue that this view is mistaken and that many
(most?) competitively significant management practices require both managers and employees to
act in ways that cannot be fully specified ex ante or verified ex post, so organizations must rely
on relational contracts to implement these practices.
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One concrete example of this idea is provided by the case of Nordstrom (Spector and
McCarthy 2012). For many years Nordstrom’s employee handbook was a single sheet of paper
on which was written:

Welcome to Nordstrom
We’re glad to have you with our Company. Our number one goal is to
provide outstanding customer service. Set both your personal and
professional goals high. We have great confidence in your ability to
achieve them.
Nordstrom Rules: Rule #1: Use good judgment in all situations.
There will be no additional rules.
Please feel free to ask your department manager, store manager, or
division general manager any question at any time.

Throughout this period Nordstrom was an extraordinarily successful firm, plausibly
because their employees were extremely good at “exercising good judgment in all situations.”
Nordstrom’s sales associates have reputedly accepted the return of snow tires (Nordstrom does
not sell snow tires), driven for hours to deliver merchandise so that customers can be ready to
attend family occasions, and changed the tires of customers stranded in the company parking lot.
These actions, and others like them, have given Nordstrom a reputation for excellent customer
service that is the envy of its competitors and that has created deep customer loyalty. Notice,
however, that “exercising good judgment” is not something that can be easily defined. By its
very nature it is not an action rule that can be readily described ex ante or verified ex post.
Instead it is a process of noticing what this particular customer needs at this particular time and
then deciding to take a particular action in response. No formal contract could fully specify what
it means to “exercise good judgment” and it therefore seems plausible that the firm relies on
relational contracts instead.
In this section we attempt to extend this insight and build the case that many—perhaps
most—competitively significant management practices rely on relational contracts. In Section
4.1, we lay some formal groundwork by describing the repeated trust game from Kreps (1990)
and briefly discussing relational-contract models that have built on this intuition. We then
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present three qualitative examples of management practices supported by relational contracts. In
Section 4.2, we discuss two blue-collar examples—the bonus system at Lincoln Electric and the
use of the andon cord in the Toyota production system. And in Section 4.3, we discuss a whitecollar practice—the nature of “pro-publication” management in the pharmaceutical industry.11
4.1

Modeling Relational Contracts
Repeated-game models of collusion among firms have been explored since at least

Friedman (1971). The repeated trust game from Kreps (1990) has the same underlying intuition
but is cast in a setting closer to our own and so allows us to develop some basic terminology. In
Kreps’s analysis, each period begins with player 1 choosing either to Trust or Not Trust player 2.
If player 1 chooses Trust, then player 2 can choose either Honor or Betray; if player 1 chooses
Not Trust, then the period ends. The payoffs to players 1 and 2 are (C, C) following (Trust,
Honor), (S, D) following (Trust, Betray), and (P, P) following Not Trust, where D > C > P. That
is, in the language of the prisoners’ dilemma, D is player 2’s payoff from defection (betraying
1’s trust), C is her payoff from cooperation (honoring 1’s trust), and P is her payoff from
punishment (when 1 chooses not to trust). For simplicity, we assume that player 1’s payoffs are
the same values C from cooperation and P from punishment, but all that really matters is that 1’s
payoffs satisfy C > P > S (where, again drawing on the prisoner’s dilemma, S is 1’s sucker
payoff, from having his trust betrayed). Finally, to focus on the case where cooperation
maximizes the players’ total payoffs, we assume that 2C > S + D.
In a one-shot trust game, player 2 will choose Betray, because D > C, so player 1 will
choose Not Trust, because P > S. In the repeated game, however, the parties may be able to
sustain cooperation, provided player 2 is not too impatient. For example, if player 1 begins by
playing Trust but switches forever to Not Trust if player 2 ever plays Betray, then it is optimal
for player 2 to play Honor if the present value of the payoff sequence (C, C, C, …) exceeds the
present value of the payoff sequence (D, P, P, …). If player 2’s discount rate is r, then it is
optimal for her to cooperate if r < (C – P) / (D – C); in this case, one could say that the players
have a shared understanding that is “self-enforcing.” See Gibbons and Henderson (2012) for
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These descriptions draw on Gibbons and Henderson (2012), “Relational Contracts and Organizational
Capabilites,” Organization Science, by permission from the Institute for Operations Research and the Management
Sciences, 7240 Parkway Drive, Suite 300, Hanover, MD 21076, USA.
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details, modest enrichments, and evidence from both experiments and contracts between firms
that such relational considerations matter in practice.
The repeated trust game allows us to understand the basic intuition behind relational
contracts, but it does not allow the parties to make payments to each other. Because employment
relationships are perhaps our chief setting of interest (and because, as we will see, allowing for
such payments has an important impact on the analysis), henceforth we focus mainly on models
where payments are feasible. (Strictly speaking, the possibility of such payments is what
distinguishes relational-contract models from repeated-game models.) The first such models
were by Bull (1987) and MacLeod and Malcomson (1989), who analyzed intuitive equilibria but
conducted these analyses before the literature learned from Abreu (1988) to analyze optimal
equilibria. That is, it is one thing to determine that a particular set of strategies (say, reverting to
the static Nash equilibrium after defection) can sustain cooperation if the parties are sufficiently
patient, but it is quite another to determine what is the best equilibrium outcome the parties can
achieve if they are not especially patient. The latter equilibrium need not have the simple form
assumed in the former equilibrium. Indeed, for repeated-game models, the optimal equilibrium
can involve quite sophisticated punishment strategies; see Abreu (1988) and Abreu et al (1990).
Levin (2003) rebooted the relational-contracts literature by proving the striking result that
the possibility of payments between the parties makes optimal equilibria quite simple in many
relational-contracting models, as opposed to optimal equilibria in repeated-game models. For
example, in the canonical repeated agency model, where both parties are risk-neutral and have
deep pockets, suppose the principal promises to pay the agent a bonus b as a function of the
agent's output y. Levin showed that the optimal equilibrium is stationary, in the sense that the
bonus in period t is a stationary function of only the output in period t, b(yt). Furthermore, this
bonus function b(yt) might itself be simple (as well as stationary across periods), such as paying
no bonus if output is below a critical value y* and a bonus of b* if output is above y*. See
Malcomson (this volume) for much more on this subject.
The simplicity of optimal equilibria in the canonical relational agency model has facilitated
the application of such models in many settings, including some of those described in Section 5.2
below. Furthermore, the rebooting of this literature has led to richer models in which the optimal
equilibrium is not stationary, including some of those described in Section 5.3 below. Before
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turning to such models, however, we first illustrate the relational contracts underlying some
famously successful management practices.
4.2

Relational Contracts in Blue-Collar Settings: Lincoln Electric and Toyota
Lincoln Electric is an Ohio-headquartered manufacturer of arc welders and has relied

successfully on incentive pay for more than 75 years.12 Most workers earn a piecework wage and
receive an annual bonus that generally averages half the worker’s annual pay. The board decides
on the company-wide bonus pool, and individuals then receive shares according to a merit rating
based on four factors—dependability, quality, output, and ideas and/or cooperation. Because of
its incentive plan, and perhaps also for other reasons, Lincoln has succeeded fabulously in its
industry, including driving established firms, such as General Electric, out of the market.
At first glance it might appear that Lincoln’s piece rate and bonus could easily be
duplicated, but our simple description again masks the presence of several nuanced relational
contracts between the company and its employees that are central to the effectiveness of
Lincoln’s incentive plan. For instance, the company encourages workers to continuously
improve piecework processes, but it reserves the right to change piece rates when there is “a
change in methods.” A worker who develops a faster method for a particular piecework process
thus has a clear incentive to keep this knowledge concealed. If the worker’s output suddenly
skyrockets, managers might notice and readjust piece rates, but the worker could also produce
the same amount of output in less time and with less effort while maintaining the outward
appearance of constant hours and output. Both workers and managers might be better off in the
long run if workers were to share possible process improvements, but workers are likely to share
their knowledge only if they believe that they will receive some “fair return” from doing so.
Thus arises Lincoln’s relational contract about when and how to change the piece rate.
The annual bonus also has important discretionary components. Although it may be
possible to develop relatively concrete measures of some aspects of any particular worker’s
performance, the value of each individual worker’s ideas and cooperation may be quite difficult
to quantify. To the degree that Lincoln wishes to encourage exactly this kind of less quantifiable
behavior, any effective incentive contract will include a significant discretionary component.
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This account draws on Fast and Berg (1975).
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Furthermore, even if the merit rating on which the annual bonus is based were to be constructed
from purely objective measures, the board ultimately sets the firm-wide bonus pool. Although
the board makes use of a bonus reserve to minimize variance in actual bonuses paid, the average
bonus has still ranged from 78% to 129% of wages since 1945. In short, the board ultimately has
complete discretion in setting the bonus pool, so workers must rely on a relational contract that
the board will, indeed, pay the expected bonus. Table 3 summarizes some elements of the
relational contracts that we believe to be in place at Lincoln.
	
  

Table 3:

Relational Contracts at Lincoln Electric

	
  

Action

Agent	
  
	
  
Worker	
  

Cooperate	
  

Defect	
  

Punish	
  

1. Work on improving
piecework process
2. Share ideas and
improvements	
  

1. Shirk on process
improvement effort
2. Keep improvements
hidden from co-workers
and managers	
  

Manager	
  

1. Adjust piece rate only
when there is a genuine
change in methods
2. Credit workers for ideas
in assessing merit ratings
3. Set total bonus pool for
all workers large enough
to reward workers’
contributions	
  

1. Claim there is a change
in methods to adjust for
workers who have
innovated new methods
2. Deny workers good
merit ratings.
3. Limit the cumulative
total bonus pool despite
obvious contributions
	
  

1. Stop or reduce process
innovation effort
2. Keep ideas and
innovations secret
inhibiting further
innovation
3. Quit	
  
1. Lower workers’ merit
ratings (and thus lower
bonuses)
2. Fire workers 	
  

A similar reliance on relational contracts is evident in our next example, from Toyota’s
Production System (TPS). For many years Toyota’s performance consistently exceeded that of
the rest of the automobile industry.13 As we outlined in Section 3, much of this performance
differential appears to have been driven by the firm’s management practices, rather than by any
structural advantage. Indeed, Toyota’s success came in the face of competition that possessed
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This account draws on Liker and Franz (2011).
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many significant assets—including well-established brands and distribution channels, extensive
technical knowledge, and in some cases local government support.
Extensive research has demonstrated that one important source of the extraordinary levels
of productivity and quality obtained by Toyota in the late 1980s and the 1990s was the firm’s
ability to make continuous improvements to its production processes. Shop-floor workers were
grouped into problem-solving teams that were encouraged to identify bottlenecks and
inefficiencies in the production process and to explore potential solutions to them. Workers were
asked to be alert for potential opportunities for improvement and to be creative and innovative in
their search for solutions. Successful participation in these teams relied on a set of behaviors that
could not be articulated ex ante or verified ex post, and hence could not be rewarded through a
formal contract.
The use of the andon cord as a tool to improve the production process is a particularly
compelling example. Every worker on the Toyota production line has access to an andon cord, a
rope that can be pulled to alert a supervisor to the fact that the worker believes there is a problem
on the line. Once the andon cord is pulled, if the supervisor cannot resolve the problem that the
worker has identified in a reasonably short time, the entire production line may be brought to a
halt. This event is enormously costly. Giving individual workers the power to stop the line on the
basis of something as nebulous as “whenever you see a problem” implies, we believe, the
existence of a relational contract between workers and the firm. Any worker pulling the andon
cord must exercise considerable judgment in identifying potential problems, and must believe
that he or she will not be penalized for potentially stopping the line. No formal contract can
specify the conditions under which stopping the line is an appropriate thing to do. Table 4
sketches some key elements that may underlie the relational contract that supports the use of the
andon cord at Toyota.
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Table 4: Cooperation, defection, and punishment in the use of the andon cord at Toyota.
Action	
  
Agent

Cooperate

Defect

Punish	
  

Worker

1. Pull the andon cord when
worker sees a problem
2. Offer suggestions on
improvements to the
production process (that
might make workers’ job
redundant)

1a. Never pull the andon
cord (out of fear of being
punished)
1b. Pull the andon cord to
stop the line and avoid work
when there is no true
problem
2. Keep improvements
hidden from co-workers and
managers

1.	
  Sabotage	
  the	
  
manufacturing	
  line	
  
2.	
  Pull	
  andon	
  cord	
  
frequently	
  
3.	
  Engage	
  in	
  absenteeism	
  

Supervisor

1. Recognize potential
problem when andon cord
pulled and aid in problemsolving
2. Implement improvements
without necessarily cutting
jobs
3. Accept authority of work
teams to make some shopfloor decisions

1. Punish workers for
pulling andon cord (even
appropriately)
2. Cut workforce once they
discover potential
innovations
3. Interfere in work teams
and override their decisions

1.	
  Penalize	
  workers	
  
(financially	
  or	
  socially)	
  for	
  
pulling	
  andon	
  cord	
  
2.	
  Remove	
  the	
  andon	
  cord	
  

	
  
4.3

Relational Contracts in White Collar Work: Pro-Publication at Merck
A similarly complex relational contract has been operational for many years, we believe, in

some leading pharmaceutical firms.14 For many decades, research-based pharmaceutical firms
attempted to discover new drugs through a large-scale process of trial and error, so called
random drug discovery. For example, researchers might inject hundreds of compounds into rats
or dogs in the hope of finding one that lowered cholesterol or reduced hypertension. If a
compound showed promising activity, then medicinal chemists would synthesize large numbers
of related compounds for further testing, in an attempt to find potential drug candidates that were
both more efficacious and less toxic. Highly skilled medicinal chemists were the backbone of
most companies’ research efforts.
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This account draws heavily on Henderson (1994)
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Beginning in the 1980s, university-based researchers working in biology and biochemistry
began to uncover the biochemical mechanisms underlying many diseases. Early work exploring
the causes of hypertension, for example, uncovered the fact that blocking the renin angiotensive
cascade lowered blood pressure. This discovery, and others like it, enabled firms to move from
animals to using chemical reactions as screens to discover new drugs. In place of “find me
something that will lower blood pressure in rats,” firms could request “find me something that
inhibits the action of the angiotensin II-converting enzyme.”
This science based approach promised to be—and, ex post, proved to be—much more
productive than the approach it replaced, but it required those firms who embraced it to
significantly change the ways in which they managed research. First, the firms had to hire
scientists with quite different sets of skills, including molecular biologists, physiologists, and
biochemists. Second, whereas random drug discovery required the firm’s scientists to maintain
only a cursory understanding of the current scientific literature, the science-based approach
required them not only to stay current with the promising mechanisms being discovered in the
academic literature but also to conduct such leading-edge science themselves, in house.
This shift required research scientists to behave almost as if they were academic scientists.
On the one hand, staying current with the academic literature or, more importantly,
understanding the current literature, could not be accomplished by simply reading journal
articles. In a classic instance of what Cohen and Levinthal (1990) have called “absorptive
capacity,” researchers wishing to stay at the leading edge found that they not only needed to
attend academic conferences but also to conduct leading-edge science themselves (e.g., to be
invited to such conferences, or to particpate in informal discussions at them). Some
pharmaceutical firms even began to encourage their scientists to publish in the peer-reviewed
literature—even though protecting the firm’s intellectual property through patents was a
substantial part of the ultimate goal. 	
  
At the same time, scientists in science-based pharmaceutical firms could not act
completely like academics. They also had to actively support their colleagues in the attempted
discovery of new drugs. Making a major scientific breakthrough—even winning a Nobel prize—
without simultaneously generating knowledge that could be quickly applied to the search for new
drugs would not constitute consummate success. Instead, those firms that chose to adopt the
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science-based approach—and the scientists who worked for them—had to learn how to balance
the behaviors characteristic of a successful research scientist with those characteristic of a
successful drug hunter.
This was not a balance that could be easily specified in a formal contract. It was widely
understood that staying connected to the academic world required publishing in journals and
attending conferences, but no one could specify ex ante exactly how many papers a scientist
should publish and which conferences he or she should attend, particularly when every scientist’s
research trajectory was likely to be different. How could anyone tell, ex ante, exactly what the
balance between fundamental research and drug hunting should be at any given moment, or
develop a verifiable measure of whether a researcher was being “sufficiently helpful” to his or
her drug-hunting colleagues? This uncertainty was symmetric: scientific researchers might be
motivated as much by the chance to work on interesting problems and to control their own time
as by money or promotion, but specifying in advance exactly what kinds of rewards would be
given in response to exactly what kinds of behaviors proved to be very difficult.
In practice, those pharmaceutical firms that successfully developed pro-publication
management (as Cockburn et al. (2000) have termed it) not only fared better in the production of
major patents (Henderson and Cockburn, 1994) but also appear to have developed a
sophisticated relational contract with their researchers. Table 5 sketches our sense of its key
elements.
Table 5: Cooperation, defection, and punishment in science driven drug discovery
Action
Agent

Cooperation

Defection

Punishment

Scientist

Behave almost like an
academic scientist, but be
sure to develop useful
knowledge for discovering
new drugs.

Either shirk (represent lack
of results as unlucky
research) or behave like an
academic scientist (pursue
problems for their own
sake, build external
reputation)

Behave like an academic
scientist, or ignore
research and become a
drug hunter

Manager

Reward the scientist who
displays high-science
behavior even if no new
drugs result.

Fail to increase resources
for scientists who publish;
reward only those who
produce drugs

Fire the scientist, or cut
funding
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Taken together we hope that these three examples make plausible the idea that many—
perhaps most—competitively significant management practices rely heavily on relational
contracts for their execution. Such shared understandings ask both managers and employees to
perform actions that cannot be easily specified ex ante or verified ex post, and as such cannot be
enforced by formal contracts.

5.

Could Relational Contracts Be Part of the Implementation Problem?
It is one thing to assert that competitively significant management practices may rely on

relational contracts, but quite another to suggest that this dependence is one of the reasons that
such practices are slow to diffuse and hence that performance differences persist. To believe the
latter, we would need to know why the relational contracts underlying key management practices
might themselves be slow to diffuse. In this section and the next we discuss three approaches to
exploring this possibility.
To put these three approaches in context, we begin in Section 5.1 by briefly summarizing
existing explanations for the slow diffusion of management practices—without reference to
relational contracts. As noted in the introduction, this existing literature has proposed four broad
answers to the question of why competitively significant management practices do not diffuse
more rapidly, including the following. First, incumbent managers may have problems of
perception—they do not know they are behind. Second, managers may have problems of
inspiration—they know they’re behind, but they don’t know what to do about it. Third,
managers may have problems of motivation—they know they’re behind and they know what to
do, but they lack incentive to adopt new practices. Fourth, managers may have problems of
implementation—they know they’re behind, they know what to do, and they’re trying hard to do
it, but they nonetheless cannot get the organization to get it done.
The first of our three approaches to understanding why some relational contracts might be
slow to diffuse is related to the motivation problem: if the relational contracts that facilitate high
performance in some enterprises are simply too costly or not feasible for others to adopt, then
low-performing enterprises will know they’re behind and know what could be done, but they
will find it unprofitable or infeasible to do it. In this scenario, high- and low-performing
enterprises may seem similar but actually differ in some important parameter. In short, this
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approach is consistent with the idea from Section 4 that high-performance management is often
importantly relational, but this approach then attributes PPDs to unmeasured heterogeneity in the
costs of adopting the key relational contracts.
We discuss models of this kind in Section 5.2. In particular, we describe models with four
sources of heterogeneity—differences in discounting, in the competitive environment, in network
structure, and in player types—that might lead to heterogeneity in the kinds of relational
contracts that firms can adopt. These models offer interesting applications of the basic logic from
Levin’s (2003) canonical model, and they suggest further topics that could be explored with
related techniques.
On the other hand, the models in Section 5.2 cannot account for the important class of
cases in which: managers believe that the adoption of a particular management practice would
improve productivity, they have a deep understanding of the nature of the practice, they are
striving mightily to adopt it, and yet they still fail to implement the practice successfully. In the
introduction we mentioned the mature phases of the Toyota Production System and Total Quality
Management as examples from this class; now, after Section 4.2, we can add science-driven drug
discovery such as at Merck to the list.15
Our second and third approaches to understanding why some relational contracts might be
slow to diffuse both explore implementation difficulties that arise through relational contracts. In
particular, our second approach includes a variety of recent models that enrich Levin’s canonical
model and deliver non-stationary optimal equilibria. In contrast, our third approach is more
speculative and has not yet been modeled, as far as we know.
We discuss the second approach in Section 5.3 by describing models such as those where
path dependence in relational contracting can produce persistent performance differences among
ex ante identical enterprises. As noted in the introduction, several interesting possibilities arise:
cooperation can be hard to build well, in the sense that achieving perfunctory cooperation can
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For example, there have been more than 300 books and thousands of articles written about Toyota, yet until
quite recently many automobile companies appeared to have great difficulty imitating its practices (Pil and
MacDuffie; 1996). Similarly, the practice of science-driven drug discovery diffused only slowly across the
pharmaceutical industry despite widespread agreement about its effectiveness (Cockburn, Henderson & Stern,
2000).
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make it harder to achieve consummate cooperation; cooperation, once built, can be fragile; and
cooperation may be difficult to build in the first place. In all these models, however, the parties
play the optimal equilibrium of the game as a whole, and they understand this equilibrium from
the beginning of the game. Thus, although we have moved beyond the bad parameters that cause
bad performance in Section 5.2, now we have explanations of bad performance based on bad
luck—i.e., from path dependence or other events over the course of the relationship, among
enterprises that were identical ex ante.
Finally, because our third approach is more speculative, with no relational-contract models
we know of, we discuss it separately, in Section 6. Indeed, we begin not with theory but instead
with brief descriptions of cases where firms had difficulty building or changing relational
contracts. Based in part on these cases, we suggest that the implementation of some relational
contracts requires solving problems of not only credibility but also clarity. The credibility
problem is familiar: should one party believe another’s promise? The clarity problem is new: can
one party understand another’s promise? In fact, the clarity problem is tougher than this
statement, for the usual reasons associated with common knowledge: I need to understand that
you understand my promise, and so on.
We emphasize that the clarity problem is likely to be particularly acute in exactly those
settings where relational contracts are needed because formal contracts are imperfect or
infeasible: where parties recognize that their roles in and rewards from cooperation are not easy
to articulate ex ante or verify ex post. More precisely, the existing relational-contract models
described in Section 5 (both those focused on bad parameters in 5.2 and those focused on bad
luck in 5.3) share the focus of the entire relational-contracts literature on what happens when the
parties’ roles in and rewards from cooperation cannot be verified ex post. This literature’s focus
on what happens without verifiability ex post has been very productive; we think it is now time
to start studying what happens when these roles and rewards cannot be fully articulated ex ante.
We say more about how one might do this in Section 6.
5.1

Existing Explanations for the Slow Diffusion of Management Practices
An extensive literature has attempted to account for the fact that many competitively

significant management practices do not diffuse rapidly. As noted above, four major lines of
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argument involve the perception, inspiration, motivation, and implementation problems. For ease
of exposition, we proceed from perception to motivation and then to inspiration and
implementation.
5.1.1

The Perception Problem
A first stream of work hypotheses that significant heterogeneity in management practices

persists because managers are subject to problems of perception. It argues that managers may
literally not be aware that heterogeneity in management practices exists or that these differences
shape productivity. For example, Henderson and Clark (1990) suggest that in the
photolithographic alignment equipment industry, incumbent firms failed to recognize the threat
posed by the next generation of products because their employees focused their attention on the
components of each technology, failing to understand that their competitors had developed the
ability to understand the performance of the system as a whole. Christensen (1997) suggested
that incumbent firms in the disk-drive industry invested their attention and resources into
satisfying the needs of their existing customers, and in doing so failed to appreciate the ways in
which their competitors had developed skills that allowed them to meet new customer needs
using new technology. Trispas and Gavetti (2000) drew on a detailed history of the competition
between Polaroid and Kodak to show that the two firms conceived of photography in very
different terms and that this led them to make very different investments. More recent work has
amplified and extended these results, suggesting that both the cognitive frames of individual
managers and the ways in which information processing is structured within the firm may lead
firms to have quite different perceptions of their environments and the capabilities of their
competitors (Kaplan et al. 2003, Kaplan 2011).
5.1.2

The Motivation Problem
A second stream of explanation has focused on the degree to which heterogeneity in the

adoption of management practices persist because managers have motivation issues, either
because of differences in competitive intensity across industries or because of difference in
agency costs within firms. This perspective has most recently found support in the work of
Bloom and Van Reenen (2007); see also Reinganum (1989) and Bresnahan, Greenstein, and
Henderson (2011) for alternative formulations. Bloom and Van Reenen report statistically
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significant correlation between the adoption of their measures of management practices and
competition, measured by three separate proxies: import penetration, the Lerner index, and selfreported survey results on the level of competition. Increasing competition from “few” to
“many” (with the cutoff being five competitors) is associated with an increase in their
management z-score of 0.140. Bloom, Sadun, and Van Reenen (2012) find even stronger results
for estimates with industry-country fixed effects in panel data.
5.1.3

The Inspiration Problem
The third stream of explanation for persistent heterogeneity in management practice flows

from the seminal work of Sidney Winter and his collaborators, and suggests that many
competitively significant management practices fail to diffuse because while managers may be
aware that their competitors have developed practices that it would be valuable to adopt, they are
hampered in adopting new practices by an inspiration problem: much of the knowledge
fundamental to building management practices is “tacit,” or deeply embedded in individuals or
organizational routines, so it is simply unclear how to mimic a high-performer (see, for example,
Winter (1987, 1988, 2006); Nelson and Winter, 1982; Zollo and Winter, 2002).
Winter (2006) likens the problem of transferring organizational knowledge to the difficulty
of baking a cake from a recipe: “‘knowing how to bake a cake’ is clearly not the same thing as
‘knowing how to bring together in one place all of the ingredients for a cake’ (p. 131)”. As to
the sequence of actions required to turn the ingredients into cake, he notes that while it is
technically feasible to write out these tasks in great detail, hands-on experience under an
experienced chef is a much easier and more effective way to learn to cook than any amount of
book learning. This idea has been explored empirically by several researchers. Anand & Khanna
(2000), for example, suggests that one of the reasons some banks are much better at making
acquisitions than others is because there is a great deal of “causal ambiguity” in the knowledge
required to make good acquisitions, and because some banks have greater “absorptive capacity”
– i.e. more knowledge of the area in question, and so are better equipped to understand new
ideas. Similarly a number of studies that have shown that both access to knowledge and
performance are correlated with the movement of key individuals (See for example, Almeida and
Kogut 1999; Breschi and Lissoni 2009; and Lacetera et al., 2004), suggesting that management
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practices are much easier to “learn” if one has access to individuals who have experienced them
first hand.
Detailed studies of particular management practices confirm the idea that many practices
have important “sticky” or “causally ambiguous” elements. For example Gant, Ichniowski, and
Shaw (2002) conduct a study of the drivers of innovation across four steel finishing plants. They
find that more innovative plants are characterized by an emphasis on worker-level decisionmaking, team-based work, and greater communication in general with particular emphasis on
horizontal communication between workers on the floor-shop. Their detailed diagrams of
communication patterns show that innovative plants have more horizontal communication and
denser interaction networks and suggest that once we examine “communication” at a sufficiently
fine-grained level it is a highly complex set of behaviors that might indeed be hard to reproduce.
5.1.4

The Implementation Problem
Finally, introducing the implementation problem (and to some extent blending it with an

inspiration problem), a fourth reason why it might be difficult to imitate a high performer is
based on the idea that effective management practices are subject to strong complementarities;
for example, see Milgrom and Roberts (1990, 1995) and Brynjolfsson and Milgrom (this
volume). When the elements of a management practice are highly interactive, there can be little
return from getting most of the elements right but large return from getting them all right. As a
result, a firm could know that it is behind, know what it needs to do, be trying hard to do it, and
yet not be able to get the many pieces of the organization sufficiently coordinated to get the job
done.
As evidence in this spirit, recall from Section 3.1 that Ichniowski, Shaw and Prennushi’s
work suggests that high performance work practices are most tightly correlated with productivity
when they are “bundled” together. Similarly, Pil and Macduffie (1996) find that firms are more
likely to adopt what they deem “high involvement work practices” (use of teams, problemsolving groups, job rotation) when they previously had in place certain “complementary human
resource practices” (selective hiring, contingent compensation, training, and reduced status
barriers between management and production workers). Finally, Bresnahan et al. (2002) find
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evidence of complementarities between the adoption of workplace organization (a measure of
teamwork and decentralized work practices), information technology, and more skilled workers.
Levinthal, Rivkin and Siggelkow, amongst others, build on these observations to develop
models of bounded search over rugged landscapes consistent with the idea that firms that search
“locally” may find it very difficult to adopt new bundles of practices even under quite weak
assumptions as to bounded rationality and costly search (Levinthal, 1997; Rivkin and Siggelkow,
2003; Siggelkow and Rivkin, 2005). Rivkin (2000), for example, suggests that it can be
exceeding difficult to search through a space of strategies with numerous elements that are
highly interactive, and that imitators may suffer large penalties from even small errors in
attempting to match a particular combination of practices. Similarly Brynjolfson and Milgrom
(this volume) suggest that the existence of complementarities plausibly makes change in
management practice – when change must occur simultaneously across the entire bundle of
practices if performance is to improve performance –costly or infeasible.
5.1.5

Summary
Taken together these four streams of research—on the perception, motivation, inspiration,

and implementation problems—offer compelling explanations for why management practices
may not readily diffuse. But none of these research streams has paid much (if any) attention to
relational contracts. Given the suggestion from Section 4 that competitively significant
management practices are often relational, in the rest of this chapter we begin to explore how
relational-contract models might complement existing work in these research streams. In
particular, in Section 5.2 we explore models related to the motivation problem: if the relational
contracts that facilitate high performance in some enterprises are simply too costly or not feasible
for others to adopt, then low-performing enterprises will know they’re behind and know what
could be done, but they will find it unprofitable or infeasible to do it.
In Sections 5.3 and 6, we then shift to our main focus—implementation difficulties that
arise through relational contracts. We see our approach to the implementation problem as
importantly complementary to the rugged-landscape models of Levinthal, Rivkin, and
Siggelkow. More specifically, a firm that can engage in only local search may have difficulty on
a rugged landscape, perhaps getting stuck at a local peak, whereas any firm that can hill-climb
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locally can find the global peak of a landscape where all monotonically increasing paths lead to
the top. But our canonical setting—say, something like Levin’s relational agency model—is just
such a smooth landscape, so local search would suffice. Instead, in our approaches, relational
contracts pose implementation difficulties because the enterprise may have trouble moving at all
(not to mention searching locally) because getting the organization to move requires the right
relational contracts, and these may be hard to build.
5.2

Unobserved heterogeneity in the costs of using relational contracts
One relational explanation for persistent performance differences is that some enterprises

find it too costly or infeasible to use the relevant relational contracts.16 Here we draw from recent
literature to explore four potential sources of such heterogeneity: differences in discounting, in
the intensity of competition, in network structure, and in the “types” of managers or employees.
This literature is making nice progress; our summary is designed not to be a comprehensive
listing but rather to be suggestive of the potential fruitfulness of this approach.
Perhaps the most intuitive source of variation in the effectiveness of relational contracting
is variation in discounting: impatient players are more tempted to defect. (Of course, a player’s
discount rate need not reflect her personal rate of time preference; it could instead reflect, say,
the frequency of repeated interactions.) As one of many recent papers that produces this
comparative-static result but is otherwise focused on different issues, consider Board (2012),
where a firm builds a group of suppliers over time and then, once the group is established,
sources each period from the low-cost provider from the group. A more patient firm optimally
builds a larger group of suppliers and thus has lower expected procurement cost per period. An
econometrician who could not control for the size of the supplier group or the firm’s discount
rate would therefore measure persistent differences in the firm’s input costs that are created by
the quality of its relational contracts with its suppliers.
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By focusing here and hereafter on models of PPDs sustained by relational contracts, we are certaintly not
rejecting alternative theories, including those related to the perception or inspiration problems. Indeed, we cannot
resist noting some of the fascinating learning theories that could be seeds for the latter models, such as Smith and
Sorensen (2000), Jeitschko and Taylor (2001), Bar-Isaac (2003), Bonatti and Hörner (2011), Callander (2011), and
Ali and Kartik (2012).
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As an illustration of how variation in competitive intensity could affect relational
contracting, consider Powell (2012), who explores the interaction between relational contracts
inside an organization and competition in the market outside. In particular, Powell builds on
MacLeod and Malcomson’s (1989) result that the key to sustaining a relational contract is the net
surplus that the relationship creates over and above the parties’ outside opportunities. (See
Malcomson (this volume) for details.) Powell embeds many firms within one market, where each
firm consists of a principal-agent relationship in which the principal creates incentives for the
agent through a relational incentive contract. For a given firm, the net surplus from its principalagent relationship depends on the market price of output, which in turn depends on the aggregate
output produced by the other firms in the market. Loosely speaking, competition in the market
may thus be bad for productivity in a firm, if a lower market price of output reduces the net
surplus in the firm’s agency relationship. More specifically, if market 1 consists of firms 1a and
1b and market 2 of firms 2a and 2b, then firms 1a and 2a might be internally identical and yet
able to sustain different relational contracts—because of differences in the productivities of firms
1b and 2b.17
As illustrations of how variation in network structure could affect relational contracting,
consider the recently emerging literature on repeated games in networks. This literature suggests
that the network structure of interactions, the network structure of information, optimal network
structures, and endogenous network structures may shape the kinds of relational contracts that
can be constructed; see, for example, Lippert and Spagnolo (2011), Fainmesser (2012), Jackson
et al. (2012), and Wolitzky (2012). This emerging literature may also allow important
connections to empirical work such as the Gant et al. (2002) paper described in Section 5.1,
which relates work-group networks to productivity. Our point here is simply that differences in
network structure within firms might be hard to measure and hence a source of PPDs among
enterprises that are only seemingly similar. A further step would be to see network structure as
not only endogenous but perhaps also responsive to management practices.
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See also Board and Meyer-ter-Vehn (2011) for more on how industry equilibrium might affect relational
contracting within individual firms. In particular, identical firms hiring identical workers in a given labor market
may offer different relational contracts in equilibrium. Workers accept inferior contracts only until high performance
gets them an offer from a firm offering a superior contract. Firms offering inferior contracts eventually lose their
workers, but they profit in the short run from the high effort the workers supply in the attempt to generate an outside
offer.
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Finally, as an initial illustration of how private information about a player’s type can affect
relational contracting, consider Halac (2012), who adds persistent private information to Levin’s
(2003) analysis of relational contracting by endowing the principal with private information
about her outside option (and hence about the value of the relationship, from which follows the
maximum feasible strength of incentives for the agent). Unlike Levin’s case of complete
information, where it is immaterial whether the principal or the agent has the bargaining power,
Halac derives different reneging temptations and hence different (and possibly testable) timepaths for incentive strength and termination probability depending on which party has the
bargaining power. In particular, when the principal has the bargaining power, in the efficient
equilibrium, incentives strengthen gradually, as the agent becomes convinced of the principal’s
type. Consistent with persistent performance differences, both of the principal’s types in Halac’s
model value the relationship enough to stick with it, so after the bad type reveals herself, the
relationship may not terminate but rather settle into perfunctory rather than consummate
cooperation. See Watson (1999, 2002) for other models where relationships start small in order
to screen types.
Another set of models endows the agent with persistent private information, rather than the
principal. For example, in MacLeod and Malcomson (1988), workers know their own abilities, but

initially firms do not. The technology of production is such that, under full information, it would
be efficient for higher-ability workers to exert more effort. The result is akin to heats in a track
meet. In the first round, only the least-able workers fail to qualify for the second round (i.e., fail
to get promoted); all other workers work just hard enough to qualify. Of those in the second
round, the least able fail to qualify for the third and the others work just hard enough to qualify.
Eventually, the continuous distribution of ability is broken into intervals, corresponding to the
groups of workers who failed to qualify for each successive round. Having reached its steadystate level, each such group is playing an efficiency-wage continuation equilibrium—where the
firm pays a high wage each period but will fire the worker if output is below a critical value. Of
course, different groups of workers are playing (appropriately) different efficiency-wage
continuation equilibria: a group with high average ability receives a higher wage and produces
greater output than does a group with low, so an econometrician will measure persistent
productivity differences if ability is not a control variable. See Malcomson (2012) and Yang
(2012) for further models in this spirit. As with variation in network structure, a further step in
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this literature would be to see the distribution of workers’ types as responsive to management
practices—whether via screening during hiring or skill development during employment.
5.3

Consummate Cooperation Can Be Hard to Build and Sustain
We turn next to our second approach to understanding why some relational contracts might

be slow to diffuse. Whereas the relational-contract models in Section 5.2 bear some resemblance
to the motivation problem—in that the relational contracts that facilitate high performance for
some enterprises are simply too costly or not feasible for others to adopt, so underperformers
know they’re behind and know what needs to be done but are not trying to do it—the models we
describe here are our first stab at our main interest: implementation difficulties arising from
relational contracting.
In this section we focus on path dependence and other events during a relationship that can
cause ex ante identical enterprises to perform differently. As will become clear, this literature is
very recent but also very exciting. We hope it continues to grow.
In Section 5.3.1 we describe how learning about persistent private information potentially
causes a principal-agent relationship to settle for perfunctory cooperation, when the principal
knows that consummate cooperation is feasible but too expensive to discover. This model thus
produces persistent performance differences among ex ante identical enterprises. In Section 5.3.2
we describe how learning about i.i.d. private shocks can cause non-stationary dynamics if the
shock persists. In particular, in this model short-run shocks can produce long-run or even
permanent distortions. Finally, in Section 5.3.3 we describe several models in which cooperation,
once built, is nonetheless fragile. Of course, a publicly observed change in the payoffs can cause
initial cooperation to collapse, but interesting recent models explore much more subtle threats to
cooperation involving learning in various ways.
In all of these models, the parties play the optimal equilibrium and have a shared
understanding of this equilibrium from the beginning of the game. In Section 6 we discuss our
third approach to why some relational contracts might be slow to diffuse, this time exploring
how clarity problems might hamper the parties’ attempt to develop a shared understanding.
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Persistent Performance Differences among Ex Ante Identical Enterprises

We now consider Chassang’s (2010a) model of building a relationship. As in the types
models in Section 5.2, such as Halac (2012) and MacLeod and Malcomson (1988), persistent
private information inspires an initial learning phase. The key difference between the Chassang
and types models, however, is that here the agent’s private information is about production
possibilities, not about an aspect of the agent himself, such as his ability. Our interest in this
seemingly slight difference in modeling is that now the principal’s attempt to learn and utilize
the agent’s information can produce persistent performance differences among ex ante identical
enterprises (i.e., among enterprises with the same production possibilities), as follows.
Chassang shows that in the optimal equilibrium of the game as a whole, play converges to
one of several heterogeneous steady states, based on the stochastic results of the initial learning
phase. Furthermore, these steady-state continuation equilibria correspond to equilibria of the
underlying game without private information. In this sense, Chassang’s model can be interpreted
as an equilibrium theory of equilibrium selection, potentially rationalizing Leibenstein’s
conjecture that under-performing enterprises might be stuck in Defect-Defect, whereas superior
performers might have learned to play Cooperate-Cooperate.18
Formally, in each period, the Principal first chooses whether to invest or not, where
investing imposes a cost k on the Principal but delivers a benefit b to the Agent. Not investing
delivers zero to both parties and means that no further actions are feasible that period. If the
Principal does invest then the actions
might be feasible for the Agent: each period, each
action is feasible with (independent) probability p. Both parties observe which actions are
feasible and the principal observes the action the agent chooses.
There are two kinds of actions, unproductive and productive:
. An
unproductive action costs nothing for the Agent to take but produces no output for the Principal,
whereas a productive action costs c to take and produces output
, where
with probability q and
with probability 1-q. It is common knowledge that the number of
productive actions is #AP and that a given productive action
produces y(ap) when it
produces positive output, but initially only the Agent knows which actions are the productive
ones.
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The remainder of this description of Chassang (2010) draws on Gibbons (2010) with permission from the
Annual Review of Economics, Volume 2, © 2010 by Annual Reviews, http://www.annualreviews.org.
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As a simple case, suppose it is common knowledge that there are two productive actions, a0
and a1, with y(a0)< y(a1) . In the first period, a0 might be feasible but a1 not, or the reverse, or
both might be feasible, or neither. To induce the Agent to take a productive action that has not
been revealed as such, instead of an unproductive action, the Principal threatens not to invest in
several future periods if this period’s output is zero. Note that this punishment will occur on the
equilibrium path, because a productive action could produce zero output. In this sense, learning
(i.e., identifying a new action as productive) is expensive. On the other hand, if an action has
produced a positive output then the Principal knows that the action is productive, so if the Agent
takes this action in a later period and it produces zero output then the Principal does not need to
punish the Agent.
Because learning is expensive (and all the more so after at least one productive action has
been identified), it can be optimal to stop learning before all productive actions are identified.
Because opportunities to learn arrive randomly, otherwise identical dyads may stop learning after
identifying different sets of productive actions. Thus, this model can produce persistent
performance differences among ex ante identical dyads because of path-dependence in building a
relationship.
5.3.2

Long-Run Distortions from Short-Run Shocks
In this section we consider Li and Matouschek’s (2011) relational-agency model. The key

feature of their model is that the principal’s opportunity costs of paying the agent are stochastic
and privately observed by the principal. Even though the principal’s opportunity costs are i.i.d.,
the optimal relational contract generates periodic conflicts during which effort and expected
profits decline gradually. To manage a conflict, the principal uses a combination of informal
promises and formal commitments that evolves with the duration of the conflict.
More specifically, suppose that the principal promises the agent a bonus if he provides
the agreed upon effort level, but she makes this promise contingent on her privately observed
opportunity costs being low. If the principal does not pay the bonus, then the agent has to punish
her. The challenge is to structure the punishment in the most efficient way.
Consider a period in which effort and expected profits are at their highest level and
suppose that the principal then faces high opportunity costs in a number of consecutive periods.
In the first phase of the conflict, the agent punishes the principal by gradually reducing effort.
Since the production function is concave, these effort reductions become increasingly costly. At
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some point, it becomes more efficient for the agent to punish the principal by insisting on a
contractible wage that is not contingent on the principal’s opportunity costs. In the second phase
of the conflict, effort is therefore constant but contractible wages are increasing over time.
Finally, contractible wages reach their highest sustainable level and the conflict enters its third
and final phase during which effort and wages are constant. This final phase lasts until there is a
period with low opportunity costs. In that period, the principal pays her debts to the agent with a
single large bonus payment and the agent returns immediately to the efficient effort level.
Li and Matouschek also consider an extension of their model in which the principal is
liquidity constrained: the payments she can make in any period are constrained by the amount of
effort provided in that period. They show that such liquidity constraints slow down recoveries,
since the principal can no longer pay her debts to the agent with a single bonus payment and
instead spreads this payment over multiple periods.
Li and Matouschek find support for their predictions from two cases we discuss in Section
6.1: Credit Suisse First Boston and (further history from) Lincoln Electric. For example, at
CSFB, in line with this model, management’s response in the first year of a shock was to
promise superior bonuses when times got better, but their response in the second year was to
offer guaranteed pay raises immediately. During this evolution of management’s responses, the
bankers did not switch abruptly from cooperation to defection, but they might well have
decreased their effort, again in line with the model.
5.3.3

Might Cooperation Be Hard to Sustain, Even Once Initiated?

As a stark example where cooperation collapses, imagine enriching the repeated Trust
Game from Section 4.1 so that player 2’s payoffs begin as (C, D, P) but each period there is a
probability that 2’s payoffs are publicly observed to have shifted permanently to (C, Dʹ′, P),
where Dʹ′ > D and r > (C – P) / (Dʹ′ – C). In this case, cooperation will end after player 2’s
payoffs shift, but cooperation can nonetheless start at the beginning of the game, provided that r
is sufficiently below (C – P) / (D – C), relative to the probability that player 2’s payoffs shift.
Richer versions of this idea explore how cooperation can collapse from transitory shifts in
player 2’s payoffs, or slower learning about permanent shifts in 2’s payoffs, or other subtler
causes. For example, McAdams (2011) models a stochastic partnership under symmetric
information. There can be learning about the partnership’s productivity, which can evolve, and
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the partners’ actions can affect future productivity. A vicious cycle can arise where a negative
shock bodes ill for the future, reducing the value of the ongoing relationship, possibly causing
the partners to work less hard now, thereby further imperiling the relationship.
Whereas the state variable in McAdams’ model is public information, Chassang (2010b)
studies the effect of the global-games perturbation, where each party receives a low-noise,
conditionally independent, private signal of the state. In particular, Chassang analyzes a dynamic
exit game, where staying is akin to cooperation and exiting is akin to defection. The extreme
equilibria—those with most staying and most exiting—involve threshold strategies, where a
player stays for the next period only if her noisy signal is sufficiently high. In such equilibria,
each player is uncertain about the other’s behavior, and this makes it difficult to coordinate their
expectations about play. Even as the noise goes to zero, the conditions needed for cooperation
are stricter than they would be under complete information. Moreover, these conditions now
depend on new considerations: now not only the predatory incentive (to defect when one’s
partner is cooperating) but also the pre-emptive incentive (to avoid cooperating when one’s
partner defects) matter for whether cooperation can be sustained.
As the first of two more applied examples, in Chassang and Padro i Miquel’s (2010) related
model of deterrence, weapons stocks are unambiguously helpful in deterring war under complete
information, but they may be harmful with vanishingly little private information if they greatly
reduce the payoff from being the second-mover into war, even if they also somewhat reduce the
payoff from being the first. And in the second example, Chassang and Takahashi (2011) analyze
a related model of the repeated Prisoners’ Dilemma. Here the sucker payoff from being defected
upon matters for whether cooperation can be sustained, not just the temptation payoff from being
the defector. Furthermore, in Chassang and Takahashi’s model, grim-trigger strategies need not
be the best way to sustain cooperation: selective punishment strategies that punish defectors
while attempting to reward cooperators sustain higher levels of cooperation by reducing the
overall cost of being defected upon.
Finally, cooperation can also collapse when there is private monitoring, such as in the
subjective-evaluation agency models by Levin (2003), MacLeod (2003), Fuchs (2007), and
Maestri (2012). A key insight of this literature is that there must be inefficiency on the
equilibrium path: to provide incentives, the agent must do worse when outcomes are poor; but to
induce truthful revelation of outcomes, the principal must be indifferent across alternative output
reports. See Malcomson (this volume) for more on private monitoring in relational incentive
contracts.
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The Clarity Problem
In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we explored the credibility problem in relational contracting: should

one party believe another’s promise? In this section we finally reach the clarity problem in
relational contracting: can one party understand another’s promise? Both of these problems arise
naturally if formal contracts are infeasible or imperfect because the parties are unable to
articulate ex ante or to verify ex post their roles in and rewards from cooperating together. So far,
the relational-contracts literature has focused on the credibility problem that arises when roles or
rewards cannot be verified ex post. Here we begin to explore the possibility that roles or rewards
cannot be fully articulated ex ante.
As an example familiar to many, consider the tenure criteria in an academic department. In
principle, a department could use solely formal criteria (here meaning objective weights on
objective measures); for example, department policy could be “You get tenure if and only if you
have at least three papers in Econometrica by the fall of your sixth year.” More typically,
however, a department’s tenure process allows some role for judgment and discretion—perhaps
for reasons similar to those that led Lincoln Electric to complement its objective piece rate with a
discretionary bonus, as described in Section 4.2. At Lincoln, decades of shared experience seem
to have given managers and workers a shared sense for how the bonus program is supposed to be
run (although see Section 6.1.2 for an interesting twist in this story). Likewise, in many
departments, senior faculty seem to have a shared sense for what their department’s tenure
criteria are. The issue we explore in this section, however, is the possibility that these senior
faculty cannot easily communicate their shared sense to a new assistant professor, or even to an
outside senior hire. Clearly, phrases such as “have an impact on your field,” “publish good
papers in good journals,” or “contribute appropriately to the work of the department” are only a
beginning.
As a second example, recall from Section 4.3 the relational contract that supports
propublication behavior by scientists and managers at science-driven pharmaceutical firms like
Merck. Notice how much shared information is required. First, there is extensive task knowledge
about the state-dependent actions that constitute propublication behavior. Each scientist has to
learn not only what kinds of knowledge are potentially useful in the search for new drugs, but
also how to behave almost like an academic scientist—including subtle expertise about which
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conferences to go to, what kinds of papers to publish and, most importantly, how to make
tradeoffs between behaving like an academic versus actively engaging in drug discovery.
Likewise, each manager has to learn what kinds of rewards and recognition matter to research
scientists—employees who famously care more about the design and reception of their work
than they do about monetary rewards. All this learning, by scientists and managers, is
significantly complicated by the fact that appropriate behaviors will likely vary across fields
(e.g., cardiology versus neurology), across disciplines (e.g., chemists versus biologists), and
with the particular circumstances of the firm (e.g., how strong are the firm’s market and patent
positions, how close is it to finding other new drugs, and so on).
In short, as Winter and others studying the inspiration problem described in Section 5.1
have emphasized, task knowledge is often both extensive and difficult to communicate. We
further emphasize that management practices relying on relational contracts have additional
information requirements, which we call relational knowledge. Roughly, if task knowledge
concerns what is supposed to happen, relational knowledge is its complement: what will happen
if parties don’t do what they are supposed to—i.e., in game-theoretic terminology, what is
supposed to happen off the equilibrium path? We note that, hard as it might be to communicate
task knowledge, there is a sense in which relational knowledge is more difficult to communicate,
because events off the equilibrium path are not supposed to happen, so there may be less
opportunity for the parties to learn from experience about relational knowledge than about task
knowledge.
Given the shared task and relational knowledge underlying propublication behaviors by
scientists and managers, we find it impressive that Merck and some other pharmaceutical firms
managed to succeed at this management practice. We also find it unsurprising that other firms
were slower or less successful at implementing this practice; see Cockburn, Henderson, and
Stern (2000). What we ask readers to imagine here, however, is how Merck got this practice
going in its early days. We find it easy, for example, to imagine a recruiter trying to explain the
novel approach to a newly minted post doc (who, let’s say, would otherwise be considering
academic jobs) by appealing to a rough metaphor such as “It’s almost like being an assistant
professor.” We return to both of these ideas—difficulties in communication and the related
reliance on metaphors—in Section 6.2.
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Motivated by these examples of tenure and propublication behaviors, we proceed in two
steps in the body of this section. First, in Section 6.1, we provide brief descriptions of case
studies that can be interpreted as examples where the parties may not have had a shared
understanding of their intended relational contract. Then, in Section 6.2, we discuss recent
evidence and theory about how parties might build a shared understanding. We emphasize,
however, that both the evidence and the theory in Section 6.2 are for the case where the parties
have identical interests. In this sense, this work explores the resolution of the clarity problem in
its pure form, without any complications from the simultaneous presence of the credibility
problem that arises from imperfectly aligned interests. Exploring the interaction between these
two problems is a leading issue for further research, both theoretical and empirical: if one party
does something unexpected, does the other attribute it to miscommunication or gaming?
6.1

Case Studies of Imperfectly Shared Understandings
In this section we discuss the possibility that parties may not have a shared understanding

of their roles in and rewards from cooperating together. In Section 6.1.1 we consider examples
where the possibility of misunderstanding surfaced relatively early in the relationship. In Section
6.1.2 we turn to examples that arose after decades of a successful relationship.19
6.1.1

Imperfectly Shared Understandings Early in Relationships
Empirically, it seems unsurprising that parties may not have a shared understanding early

in their relationship. Theoretically, however, we know of no models exploring how this
possibility affects relational contracting. That is, even in relational-contract models with learning
such as those discussed in Section 5, one party may be disappointed at what the other turns out to
have known all along, but the parties are never surprised to find that they have misunderstood
each other. We return to this issue in Section 6.2.3.
We use two case studies to illustrate the possibility of imperfectly shared understandings
relatively early in relationships. Naturally, these case studies also admit other interpretations. In
particular, both of the case studies we describe here can be interpreted as cousins of the types
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This section draws on Gibbons (2010) with permission from the Annual Review of Economics, Volume 2,
© 2010 by Annual Reviews, http://www.annualreviews.org.
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models in Section 5.2, such as Halac’s (2012) model where the principal has private information
about her value from continuing the relationship.
First, consider Stewart’s (1993) account of how Credit Suisse, a large European bank,
bought the US investment bank First Boston, taking the company private under the name CS
First Boston (CSFB). At the time of the deal, there was much speculation about how the new
firm would handle the inevitable differences in culture and firm policies, especially with regards
to bankers’ compensation. Although we cannot know the details of managers’ attempts to
identify and resolve these differences, the events that unfolded in the years immediately
following the change in ownership reveal a lack of shared understanding about the determination
of the bankers’ annual bonus payments.
In the first two years that Credit Suisse controlled CSFB, all firms in the investmentbanking industry performed poorly and CSFB bankers received bonuses that were lower than the
historical average but comparable to bonuses paid at other investment banks. In the third year,
however, CSFB performed better than previously and yet worse than its competitors, and Credit
Suisse paid bonuses that were above bonuses at CSFB in the first two years but lower than those
at other firms in the third year. A crisis ensued. In brief, CSFB bankers asserted that the bonus
policy in their industry was to match the market, meaning that bonuses should be competitive
with bonuses at other top-bracket firms. In contrast, the Swiss asserted that in their industry the
bonus policy was pay for performance, meaning that a banker’s bonus depended on how he and
his bank performed. Note that these two policies make identical pay prescriptions when all firms
in the industry have the same performance, as was broadly true in the first two years.
We make no attempt to adjudicate the parties’ competing claims in this case. Nonetheless,
we do draw two lessons from this case. First, it seems unlikely that the parties had common
knowledge ex ante about the determinants of the bonus (since they could not then offer each
other conflicting claims about what they had understood). Second, in expressing their claimed
understandings, both parties use metaphors: match the market and pay for performance. That is,
although one could imagine solely formal bonus plans receiving such labels (e.g., “Pay the same
total bonus pool as at Goldman Sachs” or “Pay 30% of profits as bonuses”), such formal
contracts were clearly not what the parties were saying they had understood to be in place.
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As a second example, consider the Danish hearing-aid firm Oticon. In 1990 the firm
launched radical empowerment of its product-development projects with a memo from CEO Lars
Kolind titled “Think the Unthinkable” that envisioned project groups as akin to mini-businesses,
each with its own resources, timeline, goals, and incentives. The initial results were strong and
were attributed to the new organization; subsequent commentators used language like “bringing
the market inside the firm” (see Foss (2003) for discussion).
We don’t know whether Oticon’s executives explicitly used the market metaphor to
introduce the new organization, but suppose they did (or, suppose the metaphor was used by
contemporaneous commentators). Oticon’s project managers could then interpret the market
metaphor as an initial approximation (akin to “almost like being an assistant professor”) or as
something closer to a literal promise to run the firm as an open market. If the former, then they
would have expected the metaphor to be refined as events unfolded, clarifying just how much
autonomy project managers actually would have in the new organization; if the latter, then they
may have been surprised and upset (perhaps akin to the Wall Street bankers at CSFB) when the
firm’s Projects and Products Committee (staffed by the CEO and three senior managers)
tightened control after the firm’s portfolio of projects spiraled into disarray. The reaction of the
firm’s employees to the change suggests that the latter was the closer to the case.
Again, the possibility we take from this case is that the parties did not have a shared
understanding ex ante. Perhaps no one thought that the market had literally been brought inside
the firm, in the sense that project managers were now identical to entrepreneurs in their control
over project decisions, and perhaps everyone understood that the old way of running the firm
(before “Think the Unthinkable”) no longer applied. But the gap between these extremes is very
large, and we find it easy to imagine that project managers might have thought or hoped that the
new way the firm was to be run would be closer to the former than the latter.
6.1.2

Imperfectly Shared Understandings in Decades-Old Relationships
In 1981, the cover of Johnson & Johnson’s annual report read “Decentralization =

Creativity = Productivity” (Aguilar and Bhambri, 1986: 1). For decades before and after, J&J
was comprised of many disparate and nearly autonomous health-care businesses, ranging in size
from a handful to thousands of employees. While the substantial freedom given to each business
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was widely believed to increase innovation and initiative, it also made coordination more
difficult.
This tension is by no means unique to J&J. For example, Alfred P. Sloan’s (1963 (1990):
429-35) account of his years at General Motors is similar: “It has been a thesis of this book that
good management rests on a reconciliation of centralization and decentralization, or
“decentralization with co-ordinated control.” … It must be apparent that co-ordinated
decentralization is not an easy concept to apply. … The balance which is struck between
corporate and divisional responsibility varies according to what is being decided, the
circumstances of the time, past experience, and the temperaments and skills of the executives
involved. … [T]he responsibility for determining administrative organization is a continuing
one.”
One example of this tension between initiative and coordination at J&J arose as hospitals
found it increasingly burdensome to work directly with so many separate businesses, requesting
that J&J instead create a single organization that could handle sales and distribution for all its
relevant divisions. While J&J’s competitors moved rapidly to this structure, the firm delayed
making the change for several years, plausibly because it believed that having corporate
headquarters create this new sales and distribution business would raise serious questions as to
the nature of the relational contract between HQ and the existing businesses: if headquarters was
prepared to limit these businesses’ historical autonomy in this way now, what would happen in
the future?
Our reading of this episode in J&J’s history is that there was of course never any doubt
about whether corporate headquarters could make this change in the organization structure, but
there was concern about whether and how it should—in the sense that doing so might be
interpreted by some as reneging on an understanding of how the tension between initiative and
coordination was to be managed at J&J. Presumably, this episode concerning sales and
distribution to hospitals was not the first time this tension surfaced at J&J, nor was it the last (for
example, see Barrett (2003)). As Sloan put it, the “responsibility for determining administrative
organization is a continuing one.” Or, in our terms, even decades of shared experience may not
fully clarify a crucial relational contract.
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As a second example where decades of a successful relationship nonetheless left key
decisions in doubt, we update the history of Lincoln Electric begun in Section 4.2. As Hastings
(1999) describes, in the early 1990s rapid international expansion led to serious financial
difficulties at Lincoln. For example, in 1992 the firm as a whole lost $46 million, even though
operations in Cleveland had an excellent year. These losses forced Lincoln to consider how large
a bonus pool to pay the Cleveland workers. (Recall that Lincoln’s bonus is completely
discretionary, not governed by contract or formula.) Broadly similar to CSFB, there were two
possible views on the bonus Lincoln should pay in Cleveland: a large bonus based on
Cleveland’s excellent results, or a small or zero bonus based on results for the firm as a whole.
Because Lincoln’s overseas expansion was recent, this distinction between Cleveland profits and
aggregate profits had never arisen.
In the event, Lincoln’s managers decided to conform to the Cleveland workers’
interpretation of the contract and paid $52 million in bonuses at the end of 1992, despite the fact
that the firm had to take on debt of $250 million (63% of equity). Lincoln’s financial difficulties
continued into the following year while the Cleveland operation continued to excel. Lincoln’s
management team launched an intensive communication effort to implore the Cleveland workers
to expand their efforts and hours even further in order to make up for the firm’s aggregate losses
and failed production efforts abroad and to “rescue” the company from violating covenant
agreements. Workers responded by redoubling their efforts and raising the capacity utilization of
the Cleveland plant from roughly 75% to nearly full capacity. This required current workers to
work weekends and holidays and to give up vacation time. These efforts played a major role in
the firm’s being able to honor its loan agreements, and the firm paid out $55 million in bonuses
at the year’s end despite again having aggregate losses.
We interpret these events as suggesting that in some important respects the relational
contract that had developed at Lincoln was incomplete. When the company operated only in
Cleveland, the question of whether the bonus should reflect plant- or firm-wide profits was
immaterial; it was only after the company was operating across the world that it became clear
that management and employees might have different understandings of their relational contract.
Under these conditions Lincoln’s decision to honor their employees’ understanding of the
relational contract represented a substantial investment in strengthening their relationship—an
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investment whose power was illustrated in the following year by the employees’ continued
commitment to the firm.
6.2

Towards Modeling the Clarity Problem
As noted above, this second approach to understanding implementation difficulties that

might arise through relational contracts—based on the clarity problem rather than, say, path
dependence—is much more speculative; in fact, we know of no existing models. On the other
hand, we are mindful of Krugman’s (1995: 27) dictum that “Like it or not, … [in economics] the
influence of ideas that have not been embalmed in models soon decays.” We therefore hazard the
following avenues for future research.
6.2.1

Team-Theoretic Experiments and Models
There are some fascinating laboratory studies and models of parties trying to develop a

shared understanding. To date, however, all of these analyses assume that the parties have
identical interests. We discuss this work here, because it gives exciting hints about what might be
done with imperfectly aligned interests, as in our settings of interest.20
In a pair of beautiful laboratory investigations, Weber and Camerer (2003) and Selten and
Warglien (2007) study how parties learn to communicate. Weber and Camerer show one subject
16 pictures of people in office settings, and a light goes on next to one of the pictures. The other
subject sees the same 16 pictures but in a different order and without the light. After the light
goes on, the first subject picks up a phone and speaks to the second; each subject gets a payoff if
the second subject can touch the correct picture in a specified amount of time. After the specified
time has elapsed, the second subject learns which picture had the light next to it.
Selten and Warglien conduct a parallel exercise, but with a much simpler state space:
instead of 16 pictures that are somewhat hard to describe, they use 6 simple figures, in a crossproduct structure—a circle or a triangle on the outside of each figure, and nothing or a dot or a +
on the inside. If the subjects could use a phone, the exercise would be too easy, because the first
subject would simply say “Circle with a dot in it.” But, having simplified the state space, Selten
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and Warglien also simplify the message space, allowing the first subject to send characters from
a small, abstract message space, such as {7, J, &, *, $}. The advantage of simplifying the
message space in this way is that Selten and Warglien can easily capture the language used by
the subjects over time. For example, the second subject might learn that 7J means a circle with a
dot in it.
Formally, both of these papers watch players attempt to build a shared language during
repetitions of a game like the following: (1) player 1 observes the state of the world, s ∈ S; (2)
player 1 sends a costless message to player 2, m ∈ M; (3) player 2 chooses an action a ∈ S; (4)
payoffs to each player are U(s, a) = 1 if a = s and U(s, a) = 0 otherwise; (5) player 2 observes s.
Thus, player 1 would like to send a message m(s) that tells player 2 that the state is s (so that
player 2 will then choose the action a = s). The problem is that, at least in the early going, player
2 has little basis for understanding player 1’s messages, especially in Selten and Warglien’s
setting.
Both papers find that different pairs of players develop different languages, even though
these pairs are playing in the same environment (except for the random realizations of the states
of the world over time). Because these are common-interest games, we interpret the knowledge
being communicated as task knowledge, not relational knowledge. In particular, there is no
concern with defection or punishment in a common-interest setting. Nonetheless, consistent with
the large literature on the difficulties of communicating tacit knowledge, different pairs of
players take different lengths of time to develop a shared understanding, and different pairs hold
different shared understandings once they reach them. From this lab evidence, we find it only a
small stretch to imagine that similar forces could cause reasonable people to hold different
understandings in situations like those at Lincoln Electric or CSFB. Of course, the issue at these
two companies involved bonuses, so these were not common-interest settings; rather, the
problem of credibility also arose from imperfect alignment of interests.
Turning to theory, in a game with Pareto-ranked Nash equilibria and zero payoff to all
players out of equilibrium, a focal point may command everyone’s attention. But what if
multiple Nash equilibria offer the best payoff, or some of the payoffs out of equilibrium are very
negative (making coordination failure very costly)? Furthermore, what if the parties cannot
easily discuss the opportunities they perceive (as when an organization has congealed into
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functional silos and, say, the production and marketing groups have only a rudimentary language
in common)?
Crawford and Haller (1990) provide a pioneering analysis of such issues in a repeated
coordination game. One of their important insights is that, absent a common language about
actions (e.g., about the detailed production and marketing activities that might be useful in
concert), the parties’ shared experience may facilitate coordination by allowing decentralized
partners to label their action spaces in terms of past play.
Blume and Franco (2007) continue in this spirit, analyzing an n-player, m-action
coordination game with k “successes” (Nash equilibria paying 1 to all players) and mn – k
“failures” (action-tuples where all players receive 0). The parties know the number of successes
but not the action-tuples that will achieve them. Each player observes his own actions and
payoffs but not the actions of other players. The optimal strategy entails mixing (until a success
is reached) so that the players do not all change their actions in lock-step (which would cause the
players to revisit unsuccessful action-tuples). As a result of this mixing, different groups of n
players could take different durations to find a success.
Whereas Blume and Franco call their work “Decentralized learning from failure,” Ellison
and Holden (2012) take a more hierarchical approach, in which a principal instructs an agent.
Each period, (1) the agent observes the state of the world,
; (3) the principal sends a message
payoff

; (2) the agent chooses an action

to the agent; and (4) both parties receive the

. A novel aspect of the model is that the principal cannot communicate about a

state until that state has been realized. More specifically, the principal’s message dictates that if a
future state is within a specified neighborhood of this period’s state then the agent should take a
specified action. When messages are of this form, there are more and less useful realizations of s
that may occur in early periods; in particular, a useful realization is one that allows the principal
to specify a broad neighborhood. As a result, dyads whose early realizations of s are useful will
perform better.
Finally, as a first step away from common interests, there are a few papers that consider the
costs that parties bear in trying to communicate with each other, focusing more on whether the
parties will choose to incur these costs and what quality of communication will then occur, rather
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than on what language is then used to communicate. The initial paper in this spirit is Dewatripont
and Tirole (2005), who treat the problem as one of moral hazard in teams: will a sender and a
receiver both invest sufficiently to allow an intelligible message to be sent by the one and
understood by the other.
Closer to our concerns, Li (2012) studies a setting where the clarity problem is difficult to
resolve within organizations because (1) propagation of tacit knowledge requires extensive
shared experience between individuals, and thus can diffuse only gradually across the group, and
(2) propagation of shared knowledge is privately costly, so self interest may stymie the
propagation of knowledge. Initial conditions within an organization may then have a persistent
effect on the extent to which knowledge is propagated across the organization and thus the extent
to which the clarity problem is resolved for the organization as a whole. For example, if an
organization expands too quickly for the diffusion of knowledge to keep up with the expansion,
the resultant incomplete propagation may persist even after the period of rapid growth has ended.
6.2.2

Categories and Metaphors
We conclude this section with a speculative discussion about the sources and consequences

of differing beliefs about relational contracts.
To illustrate what might people do when struggling to articulate a proposed relational
contract ex ante, we return to the two settings discussed at the beginning of Section 6. First, in
attempting to communicate tenure standards, senior faculty might cite specific examples, such as
“Jane got tenure, but Joe did not.” Second, in the early days of pro-publication management at
Merck, we imagined a recruiter saying “It’s almost like being an assistant professor.” We see
these as complementary approaches to communicating a state-dependent action rule a*(s): the
former conveys specific examples such as a*(s1) = a1 and a*(s2) = a2, whereas the latter offers an
alternative rule a(s) that is somehow close to a*(s).
Research in cognitive psychology and linguistics has explored related issues concerning
categories and metaphors. Rosch (1973, 1975) departed from the view that categories are defined
by a set of properties shared by all their members, showing that there can be more and less
representative members. Later work such as Osherson et al. (1990) explored category-based
induction. For example, if you are told that lions and tigers use norepinephrine as a
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neurotransmitter, what is your belief that rabbits do, too?
Turning to metaphors like the Merck example, Lakoff and Johnson (1980: 3) argue that
“Metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language but in thought and action.” Lakoff
(1987: xi) then builds on Rosch’s theory of prototypes to connect categories and metaphors to
human reasoning: “categorization [is] the main way that we make sense of experience.” With
both category-based induction and metaphors, two things seem plausible: first, there can be
better or worse examples a*(s1) = a1 and a*(s2) = a2 and metaphors a(s); second, reasonable
people might draw different conclusions from specific examples and metaphors. See
Mullainathan et al. (2008) for an initial economic model of some of these ideas.
We so far see four interesting opportunities for further work on communicating relational
contracts via categories and metaphors. First, differences in beliefs about what will happen off
the equilibrium path can lead to different equilibria. For example, Greif (1994) interprets the
cultural origins of institutional structures governing commercial transaction as a difference in
beliefs about what would happen if a trader claimed malfeasance by an agent. In Genoa,
individualist cultural beliefs encouraged the use of family firms to mitigate the costs of
defection, whereas among the Maghribi an expectation of community enforcement made family
firms unnecessary. Fudenberg and Levine (2006) explore related issues.
Second, if multiple rules a*(s) can fit a finite history {a*(s1) = a1, …, a*(sn) = an}, there
may be a role for reinterpretation of the history to clarify the proposed equilibrium going
forward. Sabel (1993) describes something like this in industrial districts in Pennsylvania, and
Bates et al. (1998) do likewise for conflicts in Zambia and the Balkans. See also Gibbons (2010:
358) for a discussion of how, in the early 1990s, Hewlett-Packard attempted to reinterpret
decades without a layoff as a guiding value rather than an ironclad commitment.
Third, recall from the CSFB and Oticon cases in Section 6.1.1 that the parties began a
relationship but later claimed to have different beliefs about what equilibrium they were playing.
Such scenarios may be loosely related to Fudenberg and Levine’s (1993) definition of selfconfirming equilibrium in which players’ understandings of each others’ strategies need agree
only on the equilibrium path. However, in a self-confirming equilibrium, events off the
equilibrium path never occur. See Ryall (2003) and de Figueirdeo et al. (2006) for applications to
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strategy and the American Revolution, respectively.
Finally, one can ask what happens after people misunderstand one another. In Ettinger and
Jehiel’s (2010) theory of deception, parties have only coarse knowledge of one another’s
strategies. Their approach connects nicely with the fundamental attribution error (Ross 1977), in
which parties over attribute another person’s behavior to that person’s permanent type, rather
than to transitory shocks to that person’s environment. Heath and Staudenmayer (2000) and
Repenning and Sterman (2002) discuss related attribution errors in attempts to coordinate and
cooperate, respectively. Further work on attribution errors seems likely to be one important way
to explore how the problems of clarity and credibility may interact.

7.

Conclusion
In this chapter we have explored the role of relational contracts in sustaining persistent

performance differences among seemingly similar enterprises. We began by reviewing the
evidence that PPDs among SSEs exist and are economically significant across a wide range of
industries and geographies, and we summarized the evidence that these performance differences
are correlated with variation in management practices. Critically, we suggested that the
successful performance of many of these practices cannot be easily articulated ex ante or verified
ex post, and we used three qualitative accounts to suggest that many (most?) competitively
significant management practices rely on the presence of relational contracts.
We then turned to the question of why managerial practices, if they do indeed play a
significant role in enabling PPDs, do not diffuse more readily. We reviewed the rich literature
exploring this question and suggested that it can be complemented by a focus on the difficulties
firms may encounter in building relational contracts. Here we described three barriers firms may
face: bad parameters, bad luck, and bad communication. First, the relational contracts operated
by leading firms may be infeasible or prohibitively costly for underperformers to implement. In
this case, measured PPDs are due to bad parameters (i.e., unmeasured heterogeneity in the costs
or benefits of the relevant relational contract). Second, the sequence of events during a
relationship can produce measured performance differences among ex ante identical enterprises:
achieving perfunctory cooperation can make it harder to achieve consummate cooperation;
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cooperation, once built, can be fragile; and cooperation may be difficult to build in the first
place. Third and less conventionally, we suggested that the problem of clarity—difficulty in
communicating the extensive task and relational information that underlies many relational
contracts—may also play a role in making it difficult to build unfamiliar relational contracts.
At our most ambitious, we hope that our specific discussion of relational contracts,
managerial practices, and PPDs will help define and encourage research in organizational
economics about what, exactly, managers do. At a broad level, we find the distinction between
analysis (deciding what to do) and administration (getting the organization to do it) extremely
useful. Returning to our specific focus, if the impediments to building the relevant relational
contracts include bad parameters, bad luck, and bad communication, we could imagine managers
working to reduce each of these impediments. For example, regarding bad parameters, in Section
5.2 we mentioned models where network structure and worker types play key roles in limiting
the feasible set of relational contracts, and managers might work to change such parameters.
Similarly, regarding the models of bad luck in Section 5.3, managers might work to change the
likelihood of bad luck—such as building a rainy-day fund so that being liquidity constrained is
less likely. Finally, regarding bad communication (i.e., the clarity problem discussed in Section
6), managers might take seriously that they and others not only talk but think in categories,
metaphors, and codes, all of which can lead first to miscommunication and then to attribution
errors.
Of course, all these approaches—to changing parameters, luck, and communication—are
not only possible managerial activities but also possible avenues for research. And while
theoretical work on these issues would be exciting, this chapter as a whole cries out for empirical
work focused sharply on relational contracting. Gibbons and Henderson (2012) give some
illustrations of relational contracts in laboratory experiments and field data on contracts between
firms, but there is perilously little analogous work inside organizations. One promising start,
however, is Bloom et al. (2012d), who use the large-sample methodology of Bloom and Van
Reenen described in Section 3, but complement it with auxiliary data on trust scores between
regions. Bloom et al. find that multinational subsidiaries located in a country that the parent
firm’s country tends to trust will be more decentralized (measured, say, by expenditure
constraints) than subsidiaries located in a country that the parent firm’s country does not trust.
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We see this as an enormously promising start toward empirical work on the issues we have
raised here but clearly much more remains to be done.
Finally, moving from our main focus on productivity to the neighboring notion of
profitability, much of what we have described can be cast in reduced form as saying that
relational contracts are an investment that might improve an enterprise’s productivity. But
investments are costly, and there are typically many such investments a firm could make, so one
intriguing question is therefore whether and how investments in relational contracts might act as
substitutes or complements to other more conventional assets. Both Toyota and Southwest
airlines, for example, appear to have used investment in relational contracts as routes to enter
industries that had for many years been dominated by firms with harder assets—superior brands
and prime geographic locations. We suspect that exploring the interaction between relational
contracts and other forms of investment will be a productive target for future research.	
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